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The Topic “Toxin-Induced Parkinson’s Disease Models’ includes articles on experimental neurotoxic chemicals models of Parkinson’s Disease (PD). The model toxicants with
differing chemical structures recapitulate PD owning to their action on multiple molecular targets. These reports have provided with deeper understanding on the neurodegenerative events
associated with the progressive disease. Several toxin-based models are developed in an attempt
to experimentally mimic dopaminergic neurodegeneration, oxidative stress, cytoplasmic inclusions, proteasome dysfunction, altered protein trafficking, calcium overload and potentially
mapping the events in the PD pathology. This spectrum includes research reports and reviews
that discuss neurotoxin-based models (1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP),
6-OHDA, rotenone, paraquat) that have greatly contributed to unravel the key mechanisms of
neuronal cell death. In relevance to PD in humans, toxin-induced PD models have provided for
observable behavioral deficits (motor and non-motor features). Moreover, the etiologic specific
insights gained into the disease with the chemical modelling of PD has aided to screen/develop
novel therapies.
PD is the most common progressive neurodegenerative condition affecting 1-2% of
elderly population.1 PD is characterized clinically by cardinal features involving resting tremor,
rigidity and bradykinesia with loss of postural stability. The sporadic form of the PD involves
progressive loss of dopaminergic (DA) neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc)
of the nigrostriatal system. Mutations in alpha-synuclein, parkin, ubiquitin carboxy-terminal
hydrolase L-1 (UCHL1) and DJ-1 genes have been linked to familial forms of the disease.2-4
Importantly, the PD pathology is characterized by the presence of fibrillary Lewy bodies and
neurites, the intracytoplasmic proteinaceous inclusions containing neurofilament proteins.
The occurrence of late-onset idiopathic form of the disease is likely due to gene mutation and
environmental influence.5 Nevertheless, there is a growing concern with the environmental
factors particularly the chemicals to either induce PD or increase the disease risk.
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Exposure to agricultural chemicals has been proposed to be a potential risk factor
for the PD among the human population associated with farming, rural living and drinking
contaminated well water.6,7 Epidemiological data obtained from case reports, mortality reports,
case-control studies relates to the possible link between chemical exposures and PD.8-10 Also,
in vivo, the chemical models possess certain limitations involving lack of specificity in their
actions, systemic toxicity and failure to exactly model the non-motor features. Indeed, several
reports suggest lack of an association between chemical exposure and PD development.11-14 As
will be discussed in the ensuing section, these findings are attributed to several factors involving
exposure route, period (acute/chronic), and the relationship of chemical-induced neurotoxicity
leading to development of disease. MPTP is highly lipophilic compound that is converted into
active metabolite 1-methyl-4-phenylpyridinium (MPP+) by monoamine oxidase B to be taken
up by the dopamine transporters (DATs). The metabolite translocates into mitochondrial matrix,
inhibits complex I of the respiratory chain leading to adenosine triphosphate (ATP) depletion
with increased formation of superoxide anion radical (•O2-).15 Dysregulation in intracellular
calcium homeostasis has also been proposed for neuronal degeneration with MPTP.16
Additionally, MPTP treated has displayed enhanced neuronal oxidative and mitochondrial
pathology.17 MPTP intoxication has shown to enhance extracellular glutamate contributing
to reactive oxygen species (ROS) release18 leading to enhanced excitatory neurotransmitter
activity in the basal ganglia. Importantly, MPTP promotes protein misfolding modifying
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chaperones such as alpha-synuclein by forming covalent adducts further leading to accumulation of aggregated proteins (Lewy
bodies).19
6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) continues to be a valuable PD model in rats19 and is a structural analogue of biogenic
amines-dopamine and noradrenaline. 6-OHDA injection into the ventrolateral caudate-putamen closely mimics human PD pathology
through oxidative stress mechanism leading to nigrostriatal degeneration, inflammatory response and metabolic changes.20,21 The
molecule accumulates to generate reactive species to attack biological macromolecules by generating oxidative metabolites (reactive
species and quinones) without Lewy body formation.22 Several behavioral tests have been used to characterize the unilateral lesion
associated with 6-OHDA injection.23 The unilateral lesion has provided for quantitative assessment and behavioral deficits in
rodents.24
Rotenone, a naturally occurring cytotoxic pesticide is highly lipophilic and potent inhibitor of mitochondrial complex
I. Rotenone exposure reproduces many characteristic features of PD including nigrostriatal dopaminergic degeneration and
formation of alpha-synuclein filamentous inclusions.25 The pesticide treatment has shown to induce mitochondrial dysfunction with
development of postural instability characteristic of PD.26,27 Several studies in animals with rotenone exposure have implicated
parkinsonism neurobehavioral abnormalities including locomotor defects,28 depressive-like syndrome29 and cognitive deficits30.
Moreover, accumulating evidence points towards neuroprotective therapeutic intervention targeting vulnerable pathways involved
in degenerative events following rotenone exposure.31,32
Paraquat (N,N-dimethyl-4-4-bipiridinium) is a member of the widely used bipyridyl herbicide with structural similarity
to MPP+ induces nigral dopaminergic neuronal loss and behavioral phenotype changes associated with human PD. The herbicide
toxicity appears to be mediated through monocationic radical formation by NADPH:cytochrome P-450 reductase and NADH:
ubiquinone oxidoreductase reduction of paraquat.33 Reports indicate that paraquat crosses blood-brain barrier through the neutral
amino acid transporter.34 It is suggested that the pathological hallmarks of PD involving selective vulnerability of dopaminergic
degeneration, a characteristic feature of paraquat neurotoxicity.35 Studies have shown that paraquat-induced cell loss results from
Bak-dependent pathway involving mitochondrial membrane permeabilization and subsequent activation of caspase-3. Apart from
motor deficits, patients with PD often display neuropsychiatric pathology39,40 and studies on animal behaviors related to affective-like
state has been assessed with exposure to paraquat. Given the involvement of oxidative stress and dopaminergic cell loss in paraquat
toxicity, various phytochemicals and other compounds have been studied to abrogate neurotoxic response.41-45 Maneb (manganese
ethylene-bis-dithiocarbamate), is a contact fungicide that synergistically interacts with paraquat to markedly reduce locomotor
function and increased striatal terminals and nigral neuronal damage.46 Such synergistic interactions have been considered for the
role in PD etiology and are of interest since they reflect actual human exposures.47
Although, the toxic models reproducing PD neuropathological features have tremendously influenced our understanding
of the disease, it is important to elucidate the causal relationship between toxin exposure and PD (that warrants quantitative
data) since existence of methodological issues in establishing pesticide role in disease was suggested earlier.48 However, preclinically the etiologic-specific neurotoxin PD models continue to investigate disease pathology owing to their merits to produce
neuropathological features. Moreover, novel imaging modalities have provided better understanding of changes in neuronal activity
responsible for behavioral outcome by neurotoxin challenge.49 These advances have greatly aided in delineating mechanisms of PD
neurodegeneration and potential therapeutics that may be applied. Further, environmental importance and likelihood of population
exposure to toxicants must be taken into account when considering their use as model toxicants for PD.
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ABSTRACT
Background: The pathophysiological mechanism defined “chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency” (CCSVI) diagnosed using Zamboni criteria has raised a heated debate about possible
correlations with several neurological disorders, but also on subjectivity of these ultrasonographic criteria used for its diagnosis. Although in 2011 new criteria have been introduced to
reduce the high inter-observer variability only two studies were conducted according to the new
investigation protocol. Therefore, we wanted to verify the impact of the revised protocol and its
ability to meet the demand for reduction of the high heterogeneity in inter-observer agreement.
Patients and Methods: Between June 2010 and June 2014, 1020 subjects (693 MS patients
and 327 HCs) were prospectively screened for CCSVI by two investigators, blinded regarding
the observed subject. After exclusion of discordant cases between the two examiners, 630 patients with clinically defined MS and 10 patients with CIS (clinically isolated syndrome) were
matched by gender (male 38.7%, male/female 248/392) and age (mean age 44.0 years, range
18.5-77.0 years) with 315 HCs (male 43.2%, male/female 136/179-mean age 46.5 years, range
19.8-79.9 years).
Results: The prevalence of CCSVI in MS subjects before the introduction of the new ECD
criteria (94.3%) was observed to be significantly reduced (83.4%) after their introduction
(p<0.001). In MS patients, the strength of inter-observer agreement changed from moderate
(k=0.532) to good (k=0.761) before/after the revision. B-mode analysis detected only 65.7% of
valvular defects. Its diagnostic accuracy was 88.6% (95% CI: 84.0%-93.2%), with a sensitivity
of 83.5% (95% CI: 75.2%-89.9%), a specificity of 96.0% (95% CI: 88.8%-99.2%), a positive
predictive value of 96.8% (95% CI: 91.0%-99.3%) and a negative predictive value of 80.0%
(95% CI: 70.3%-87.7%).
Conclusions: The new ECD criteria introduced by the revised protocol ensure, at this time, a
substantial reduction of the inter-observer variability. Under this perspective, M-mode analysis
is essential for its ability to identify the valvular abnormalities frequently not detectable by Bmode analysis.
KEY WORDS: CCSVI; Doppler ultrasound; Multiple sclerosis; Venous malformation; Venous

reflux; Venous syndromes.
Copyright
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International License (CC BY 4.0),
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ABBREVIATIONS: CCSVI: Chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency; MS: Multiple Scle-

rosis; HCs: Healthy Controls; ECD: echo-colour-Doppler; IJVs: Internal Jugular Veins; VVs:
Vertebral Veins; ISNVD: International Society for Neurovascular Disease; EDSS: Expanded
Disability Status Scale.

INTRODUCTION

In 2009, chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency (CCSVI) was described by Zamboni and
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colleagues as a component of the pathophysiology of multiple
sclerosis (MS), immediately raising many questions about the
cause of MS, and how it may be treated based on the theory
of CCSVI, especially not to compromise patient safety during
the verification of a research hypothesis.1,2 Some authors have
suggested that impaired extracranial venous drainage secondary
to valvular defects and/or wall miopragia or extrinsic muscular
compression, particularly in the internal jugular veins (IJVs),
azygos and vertebral veins (VVs), would cause endothelial inflammation, suggesting a role for perivenous iron deposition in
the autoimmune mechanisms responsible for this demyelinating
disorder.1,3,4 Likewise, dysfunctions of autonomic nervous system could also be involved by altering postural control of arterial
inflow and venous outflow.5 On the other side, some reports of
scientific societies claim that literature data are insufficient to establish the importance of CCSVI as a major factor in MS pathogenesis. In the same way as a result of limited research would
be questioned the effectiveness of the angioplasty procedure.6
In this state of uncertainty, not comforted by conflicting MRI
studies, was emphasized the need to establish the indication for
surgery according to individual indications, after a detailed discussion between physician and patient.7-9
So far, the diagnosis of CCSVI has been obtained with
echo-colour Doppler (ECD) by means of detecting at least two
of the Zamboni criteria according to the revised protocol of
the International Society for Neurovascular Disease (ISNVD)
of 2011 (Table 1).10 As recently reported in a meta-analysis by
Zwischenberger, from 2005 through 2013, 13 studies evaluated the prevalence of CCSVI in 1141 patients with MS and 738
matched healthy controls (HCs).11 After removing four outlying
studies to improve homogeneity, the analysis of the remaining
studies showed a significant correlation between CCSVI and
MS (OR 1.885, p<0.0001). In another meta-analysis, Tsivgoulis
identified 19 eligible studies involving 1250 MS patients and

899 HCs, showing a significant association (OR 8.35, p<0.001)
between CCSVI and MS but considerable heterogeneity across
the studies (I2=80.1%).12 This fact has been mainly ascribed to
the involvement of the authors in the new endovascular treatment of CCSVI. Indeed, a most conservative sensitivity analysis
combining different exclusion criteria showed no association of
CCSVI with MS (OR 1.35; 95% CI 0.62-2.93; p=0.453) without any heterogeneity (I2=0%). Based on these findings, some
authors have claimed the suspension of angioplasty procedures
of the extracranial veins.13,14 Although, ECD studies are greatly
influenced depending on the individual patients (different ages,
differences in clinical forms and disability, physiological factors
such as head position, hydration status and different degrees of
cervical muscle relaxation and breathing) and operators, showing high inter-observer variability for untrained examiners,15
only two studies have been conducted with the new ISNVD
criteria.16,17 In fact, apart from these only exceptions, all studies regarding CCSVI published after the revised protocol in
2011 continued to adopt the old criteria, affecting the results of
the meta-analysis, because of the low agreement of the former
criteria.18-34 Also the two studies concerning the inter-observer
variability have referred to the old protocol.35-36 The aims of this
study were to assess the overall prevalence of CCSVI in MS
patients and in matched voluntary HCs observed between 2010
and 2014, to compare this prevalence, diagnosed by the old and
new ECD criteria, in MS patients before and after the November
2011 criteria revision, and to evaluate if the new ECD criteria
could reduce inter-observer variability.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Patients and Controls

Between June 2010 and June 2014, 1020 subjects (693 MS patients and 327 HCs) were prospectively screened for CCSVI by

Table 1. Five Zamboni Criteria According to the Revised Protocol of the International Society for Neurovascular Disease.
Criteria

Old

1.

Reflux constantly present in IJVs and/or VVs with the head at 0° and
+90° (flow reversal from its physiological direction for a duration of
>0.88 s)

2.

Reflux in the DCVs (>0.5 s)

New
a. Bidirectional flow in one or both of the IJVs in both postures or bidirectional
flow in one position with absence of flow in the other position
b. Reversal or bidirectional flow in one or both of VVs in both positions
Bidirectional flow (or reflux) in the intracranial veins and sinuses
(additional criterion)
a. Severe reduction of the CSA of IJV in the supine position <0.3 cm2 which
does not increase with Valsalva manoeuvre

3.

High resolution B-mode evidence of proximal IJV stenoses (CSA of
IJV in the supine position ≤0.3 cm2)

4.

Flow not Doppler detectable in the IJVs and/or VVs despite numerous deep inspirations, with the head positioned at 0° and +90°

Absence of Doppler signal in the IJV and/or the VV, even after deep inspiration, in both sitting and supine positions or in one posture but with bidirectional flow detected in the other position

Reverted postural control of the main cerebral venous outflow pathways (negative ∆CSA value)

A CSA of the IJV which is greater in the sitting position than in the lying position or appears almost unchanged despite change in posture

5.

b. Intraluminal defects (webs, septa or malformed valves) combined with hemodynamic changes (increased velocity, absence of flow, reflux/bidirectional flow, etc.). M-Mode analysis may clarify the presence of defective valves
(mobile or not, slightly mobile).

CSA=cross sectional area; DCVs=deep cerebral veins; ∆CSA=obtained by subtracting the CSA measured in the supine from that in the sitting position; IJV=internal jugular vein; IJVs=internal
jugular veins; VV=vertebral vein; VVs=vertebral veins.
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Table 2: Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of MS Patients.
Variable

n=640

Female gender

392 (61.3%)

Age (years)

44.0±11.7 (18.5-77.0)

Disease duration (years)

10.0±7.5 (0-40)

Clinical subtypes
- CIS
- RRMS
- SPMS
- PPMS

10 (1.6%)
416 (65.0%)
155 (24.2%)
59 (9.2%)

EDSS score

3.41±1.91 (0-9)

VHISS score

5.27±2.02 (0-12)

CCSVI score

2.73±0.94 (0-5)

Number of positive criteria
-0
-1
-2
-3
-4
-5

14 (2.2%)
40 (6.3%)
171 (26.7%)
304 (47.5%)
99 (15.5%)
12 (1.9%)

Year of examination
- 2010
- 2011
- 2012
- 2013
- 2014

70 (10.9%)
419 (65.5%)
73 (11.4%)
62 (9.7%)
16 (2.5%)

Examination according to November 2011 ECD criteria revision
- old ECD criteria
- new ECD criteria

477 (74.5%)
163 (25.5%)

CCSVI=chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency; EDSS=Expanded Disability Status Scale; MS=multiple sclerosis; PPMS=primary progressive multiple sclerosis; RRMS=relapsing remitting multiple sclerosis; SPMS=secondary
progressive multiple sclerosis; VHISS=venous hemodynamic insufficiency severity

two experienced vascular sonographers by evaluating the presence of at least two of the Zamboni criteria. After exclusion of
discordant cases between the two examiners, 630 patients with
clinically defined MS (according to the 2010 revised McDonald
diagnostic criteria)37 and 10 patients with CIS (clinically isolated
syndrome) were matched by gender (male 38.7%, male/female
248/392) and age (mean age 44.0 years, range 18.5-77.0 years)
with 315 HCs (male 43.2%, male/female 136/179-mean age
46.5 years, range 19.8-79.9 years) who were students and technical and administrative staff from our hospital. An MS specialist evaluated all the subjects by means of physical and neurological examinations, assigning disability scores according to the
Kurtzke scale expanded disability status scale (EDSS). Table 2
shows the MS patients’ demographic and clinical characteristics.
The investigations were performed using the standard ECD criteria for subjects examined before November 2011,whereas the
new ultrasonographic criteria were used for subjects examined
there after (Table 1).1,10 The exclusion criteria from the study
were previous head or neck surgery, neck swelling, severe heart
disease, serious kidney and liver diseases, thrombosis of the
jugular vein(s), jugular vein catheterisation, vasculitis, Behçet’s
syndrome, collagen diseases, congenital cerebral malformations
and congenital vascular malformations. Our Ethical Committee
(Local Health Authority, Monza Brianza, Italy) approved this
case-control study, and all the participants provided written informed consent.
Neuro Open J

Duplex Ultrasound Investigation

Two vascular sonographers who had undergone the same special training performed all the investigations. They were particularly experienced with venous diseases, and each one had
performed approximately 10,000 ultrasound investigations per
year over the past few years. Each operator recorded all the
scans for subsequent reconstruction and morphological analysis.
Thus, each of the two investigators, in a blind fashion regarding
the observed subject, also assessed all the exams performed by
the other operator. All discordant cases that emerged from this
comparison were also excluded from the study. All evaluations
were performed in the morning after adequate fluid intake during the 24 hours preceding the examination (500 ml upon waking before the exam) to avoid dehydration, as reported in many
studies.38 The subjects were first evaluated in the supine position (0°) and then in the upright sitting (90°) position, with head
in a neutral position (0° midline) placed upon a small pillow
(8 cm height) to reduce in supine positionthe tone of the neck
musculature.39 During the position changes, a resting condition
(no voluntary muscle movements or contractions) was obtained
with a proper electromechanical tiltable chair. All veins [both
IJVs and VVs, deep cerebral veins (DCVs)] were evaluated in
the laterocervical area of the neck and through the transtemporal
and transoccipital windows, using a large amount of gel to assure perfect coupling of the transducer, according to the screenPage 3
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ing protocols for CCSVI with ultrasound and other studies.10,40
In the evaluation of DCVs (vein of Rosenthal, vein of Galen,
transverse sinus, straight sinus and internal cerebral vein) the
problems related to a Doppler angle of insonation close to 90°
were solved by using a multi-angle Doppler system such as the
Quality Doppler Processing technology (QDP). QDP helps in
detecting the blood flow direction within the cerebral veins. Tocompute the cross-sectional area (CSA-mm2) of IJVs, we used
an ellipsoid or continuous trace method, referring to the greatest
ellipse at the end-expiratory phase. All measurements obtained
were repeated 3 times, and the average of the three measurements was used for comparison. After the revised protocol, all
the subjects were submitted to M-mode analysis of the IJVs to
better clarify the presence of valvular defects frequently not easily identifiable with B-mode analysis (Table 1).16 B-Mode is a
two-dimensional ultrasound image display composed of bright
dots representing the ultrasound echoes. The brightness of each
dot is determined by the amplitude of the returned echo signal.
This allows for visualization and quantification of anatomical
structures. The M-mode represents movement of structures over
time having a good temporal resolution, so it is useful to study
the movement of vessel walls and valves by detecting valve incompetence and abnormal structures. Initially a 2-D image is acquired and a single scan line is placed along the area of interest.
The M-mode will then show how the structures intersected by
that line move toward or away from the probe over time.Valve
defects related to leaflets movement were classified as mobile,
slightly mobile and not-mobile. For transcranial and extracranial scans, we used the same ECD unit (MyLabVinco, Esaote
SpA, Florence, Italy) equipped with a linear and a phased array
transducer probe, operating bandwidth 1-4 MHz (B-modes Frequencies, 2.0-2.5-3.3 MHz; Doppler Frequencies, 1.6-2.0-2.5
MHz) and 3-11 MHz (B-modes Frequencies, 3.5-5.0-6.6-10.0
MHz; Doppler Frequencies, 3.3-5.0 MHz). The device, supplied
with software for automatic calculation of the CCSVI score and
venous hemodynamic insufficiency severity score (VHISS), was
upgraded in November 2011 according to the new revision of
the ECD criteria.10
Statistical Analysis

Continuous variables are described as the means and standard
deviations, whereas counts and percentages are used to describe
qualitative variables. Inter-observer agreement between the two

sonographers was calculated with Cohen’s k statistics. The degree of concordance was considered as follows: low (0≤k≤0.4),
moderate (0.4<k≤0.6), good (0.6<k≤0.8), excellent (0.8<k≤1). A
frequency matching approach for gender and age was applied in
this study. Correlations of CCSVI with clinical subtype, gender,
age and disease duration were tested using X2 statistics. The CCSVI exposure of cases and controls were compared to give estimates of the association between CCSVI and MS. Odds ratios
(ORs) were calculated using direct computation from 2×2 tables
to quantify how strongly the presence or absence of CCSVI is
associated with the presence or absence of the neurological disease. Prevalence rates for each of the five Zamboni criteria were
calculated. In detecting valvular defects, B-mode analysis was
compared to M-Mode by the measures of diagnostic accuracy,
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative
predictive value. In this comparison, the M-Mode analysis was
considered as a gold standard for its capability to better clarify
the presence of defective valves.
The statistical analyses were performed using SPSS
software (version 14.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). All
2-tailed p-values below 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
RESULTS

The demographic and clinical characteristics of the MS patients
are shown in Table 2 along with the year of the ECD examination. The patients belonged to four clinical subtypes: 416
(65.0%) were suffering from a relapsing-remitting (RR) clinical
form, 155 (24.2%) from a secondary progressive (SP) form, and
59 (9.2%) from a primary progressive (PP) form and 10 (1.6%)
from clinically isolated syndrome (CIS). Female gender was
prevalent (61.3%), with a mean age of 44 years and a mean disease duration of 10 years. Due to the November 2011 ECD criteria revision, 74.5% of the patients were examined with the old
ECD criteria and the remaining 25.5% were examined with the
new criteria. After the blinded comparison of two sonographers
640/693 (92.4%) MS patients and 315/327 (96.3%) HCs were
considered suitable for the study. Among these subjects, 586 MS
patients (91.6%) and 17 HCs (5.4%) resulted CCSVI-positive
(p<0.0001), with an OR of 190.23 (95% CI 108.37-333.90) for
patients with MS compared to HCs. The prevalence of five Zamboni criteria was higher in the MS group than in the HC group

Table 3: Prevalence of Zamboni Criteria and CCSVI by Disease Group (MS, HCs).
MS patients (n=640)

HCs (n=315)

OR (95% CI)

p

CCSVI presence

586 (91.6%)

17 (5.4%)

190.23 (108.37-333.90)

<0.0001

Criterion 1

289 (45.2%)

25 (7.9%)

9.55 (6.17-14.79)

<0.0001
<0.0001

Criterion 2

585 (91.4%)

78 (24.8%)

32.32 (22.18-47.10)

Criterion 3

573 (89.5%)

52 (16.5%)

43.26 (29.27-63.92)

<0.0001

Criterion 4

221 (34.5%)

0

333.17 (20.69-5364.14)

<0.0001

Criterion 5

82 (12.8%)

0

93.21 (5.76-1507.97)

0.0014

CCSVI=chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency; HCs=healthy controls; MS=multiple sclerosis; OR=odds ratio.
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Table 4: Correlation of CCSVI with Clinical Subtype, Gender, Age and
Disease Duration (n=640).
Variable

CCSVI prevalence

p

Clinical subtypes
- CIS

9 (90.0%)

- RRMS

377 (90.6%)

- SPMS

144 (92.7%)

- PPMS

56 (94.9%)

0.632

Gender
- male

238/248 (96.0%)

- female

348/392 (88.8%)

0.002

Age
<45 years

308/345 (89.3%)

>=45 years

278/295 (94.2%)

0.006

Disease duration
<5 years

156/176 (88.6%)

5-9 years

152/164 (92.7%)

10-14 years

130/141 (92.2%)

>14 years

0.429

148/159 (93.1%)

CCSVI=chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency; CIS=clinically isolated syndrome;
PPMS=primary progressive multiple sclerosis; RRMS=relapsing remitting multiple
sclerosis; SPMS=secondary progressive multiple sclerosis.

Table 5: Impact of the New echo-colour Doppler Criteria.
Old criteria (n=477)

New criteria (n=163)

p

CCSVI presence

450 (94.3%)

136 (83.4%)

<0.001

CCSVI presence (without criterion 2)

334 (70.0%)

96 (58.9%)

0.012

0/1

9/9

-

- RRMS

279/294 (94.9%)

98/122 (80.3%)

<0.001

- SPMS

125/133 (94.0%)

19/22 (86.4%)

0.400

- PPMS

46/49 (93.9%)

10/10 (100%)

0.989

CCSVI by clinical subtype
- CIS

Positive by criterion
-1

230 (48.2%)

59 (36.2%)

0.010

-2

455 (95.4%)

130 (79.8%)

<0.001

-3

433 (90.8%)

140 (85.9%)

0.107

-4

168 (35.2%)

53 (32.5%)

0.595

-5

64 (13.4%)

18 (11.0%)

0.517

CCSVI=chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency; CIS=clinically isolated syndrome; PPMS=primary progressive multiple
sclerosis; RRMS=relapsing remitting multiple sclerosis; SPMS=secondary progressive multiple sclerosis.

(p<0.001) with statistically significant ORs for each of the five
criteria (Table 3).
Moreover, Table 4 shows correlations of CCSVI with
clinical subtypes, gender, age and disease duration. CCSVI prevalence was equal in the different clinical subtypes (p=0.632),
and no differences in CCSVI prevalence were found according
to disease duration (p=0.429). By contrast, the presence of CCSVI showed asignificant correlation with gender (p=0.002) and
age group (p=0.006), with higher CCSVI prevalence observed

Neuro Open J

in males and older patients. We also found a positive correlation
between the VHISS score and age (r=0.254, p<0.001), disease
duration (r=0.201, p<0.001) and EDSS (r=0.287, p<0.001).
The prevalence rate of CCSVI in MS patients examined between 2010 and 2014 was compared before and after the
November 2011 criteria revision, i.e., by the old and new ECD
criteria (Table 5). The overall CCSVI prevalence rate changed
from 94.3% with the old criteria to 83.4% with the new ones
(p<0.001), and from 70% to 58.9% without considering criterion
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Table 6: Distribution of Internal Jugular Vein Defective Valves (Movement Alterations) with B-Mode and M-Mode Analysis.
B-Mode
Valve types

- Mobile
- Slightly mobile
- Not mobile
- Not evaluable

M-Mode
Evaluable
valves (n=184)

280
Right side
(n/%)

Left side
(n/%)

Total
(n/%)

%

Right side
(n/%)

Left side
(n/%)

Total
(n/%)

63/22.55
25/8.9
3/1.1
49/17.5

27/9.6
50/17.9
16/5.7
47/16.8

90/32.1
75/26.8
19/6.8
96/34.3

48.9
40.8
10.3

58/20.7
80/28.6
2/0.7
0/0

35/12.5
59/21.1
4.6/16.4
0/0

93/33.2
139/49.7
48/17.1
0/0

2 (non-mandatory after ECD revision). The impact of the new
ECD criteria was significant for the CCSVI diagnosis in Relapsing remitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS) patients: the prevalence
rate changed from 94.9 to 80.3% (p<0.001). The prevalence of
two positive criteria (criterion 1 and criterion 2) diminished significantly after the November 2011 ECD revision: criterion 1
positivity changed from 48.2% to 36.2% (p=0.010) before/after the revision, criterion 2 from 95.4% to 79.8% (p<0.001). A
similar trend was observed for positivity of the third criterion
(4.9% absolute reduction, p=0.107),whereas the fourth and fifth
criteria did not change significantly (p=0.595; p=0.517). Table
6 shows the distribution of valvular defects (movement alterations) in subjects analyzed with the revised Protocol (B-mode
vs. M-mode analysis). B-mode analysis resulted in 96 (34.3%)
not evaluable valvular defects and, on the total number of evaluable valves (n=184), in 91 true positive, 72 true negative, 18
false negative and 3 false positive cases. The overall B-mode
diagnostic accuracy was 88.6% (95% CI: 84.0%-93.2%), with
a sensitivity of 83.5% (95% CI: 75.2%-89.9%), a specificity of
96.0% (95% CI: 88.8%-99.2%), a positive predictive value of
96.8% (95% CI: 91.0%-99.3%) and a negative predictive value
of 80.0% (95% CI: 70.3%-87.7%).
In MS patients, the strength of inter-observer agreement changed from moderate (k=0.532, 95% CI 0.404-0.660)
to good (k=0.761, 95%CI 0.639-0.884) before/after the revision. Finally, this agreement would have changed from good
(k=0.628, 95% CI 0.536-0.720) with the intracranial criterion to
excellent (k=0.830, 95% CI 0.786-0.874) without it.
DISCUSSION

Since the first publication of Zamboni, the debate about the real
meaning of the new nosological entity known as CCSVI and
its relationship with MS has found researchers on diametrically opposing positions. In fact, the prevalence of CCSVI highlighted in case-control studies has ranged from 0% to 100% in
MS patients and from 0% to 36% in controls.1,3,11,12,26,29,41 Noncontrolled studies have shown a higher prevalence. This fact
sharply contrasts with the finding of significant intraluminal
(septa, webs, membranes, fixed and rudimental valves, or wall
stenosis) or valvular (tricuspid valves, enlarged and malposition valve leaflets, small accessory valve leaflets) abnormalities
during post-mortem examinations or surgical procedures.42-44
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These defective valves reduce the normal venous outflow from
the brain as proven with different methodologies for flow assessment.45-47 Beyond the deeply held convictions of individual
researchers, the heterogeneity of Doppler studies can be reduced
to three variables: the participant observed, the measuring instrument and procedure, and the observer.36 Because this is a
case-control study, we were not able to select the participants
about certain variables such as age, clinical form and disability.
However, we checked the possible sources of variability related
to the procedure (controlled breathing, head and body position,
degree of hydration, time of day of the examination, cervical
muscle relaxation), adapting it to the investigative protocols
used both before and after November 2011.48,49 Moreover, we
also used the same ECD unit equipped with software upgraded
in November 2011. As reported in many studies, ECD is a highly
observer-dependent examination.12,15,50 Therefore, inter-operator
variability is a major source of heterogeneity.11,12,41 Because experience in venous diagnostic ultrasonography and appropriate
training in Zamboni’s courses appear to reduce inter-operator
variability, the present study utilised two vascular sonographers
experienced with venous diseases who had undergone the same
special training.12,15,41,50 Another important aspect is that it seems
to be very difficult for an observer to operate in a blind fashion
due to the easy detection of subjects with a high degree of disability (severe walking disability needing evident assistance).36,41
That is why at first all the evaluations were conducted by each
investigator as open trial. At a later stage of the study all exams recorded by one operator were subjected to a blind evaluation from the other researcher. After this review, we obtained
92.4% agreement for MS patients and 96.3% for HCs between
the two examiners in the assessments. In our study, the overall
prevalence of CCSVI in MS patients in the observation period
(2010-2014) was 91.6%, a high prevalence when compared to
HCs (5.4%). This result takes more importance considering that
it is relative to the case-control study with the highest number
of subjects compared to similar researches so far published in
the literature. As reported by Lanzillo, we also found a significant correlation between the prevalence of CCSVI and age
(p=0.006) and no correlation with regard to MS clinical forms
(p=0.632) or disease duration (p=0.429).51 In contrast, we found
a positive correlation with gender (male=96.0%, female=88.8%,
p=0.002). Another interesting finding of our study is related to
the meaning of the VHISS score. As we know, it is an ordinal
measure of the overall extent and number of CCSVI criteria,
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with higher VHISS values indicating flow pattern anomalies of
greater severity.10 In our experience, we found a positive correlation between the VHISS score and age (r=0.254, p<0.001), disease duration (r=0.201, p<0.001) and EDSS (r=0.287, p<0.001).
The data analysis before and after the introduction of the new
ECD criteria revealed a significant reduction of the prevalence
of CCSVI (from 94.3% to 83.4%, p<0.001) (Table 5). As this
result is not due to a different distribution of MS clinical forms
between the two evaluation periods, it can only be attributed to
the revised recommendations for the investigation and screening
of CCSVI.10 As shown in Table 5, positivity on the first criterion
was significantly reduced due to the revision (p=0.010). We observed a similar trend, although not significant (p=0.107), for
third criterion positivity (4.9% reduction); whereas the fourth
and fifth criteria did not change significantly (p=0.595; p=0.517).
As also reported by other authors16,52 we consider fundamental
the M-mode analysis for its ability to demonstrate motility, competence or any valvular abnormalities frequently not detectable
with the B-mode analysis, in fact its sensitivity respect to Mmode was 83.5% (95% CI: 75.2%-89.9%) with 18 false negative
cases. The rate of non-evaluable valves with the B-mode analysis (34.3%) decreased to 0% by using the M-Mode analysis. This
reduction seems mainly due to M-mode ability in detecting not
mobile (17.1%) or slightly mobile (49.7%) valves compared to
B-mode (respectively 10.3% and 40.8%). Similarly, our study
clearly demonstrates the importance of the second criterion in
estimating the CCSVI prevalence. After the revision, indeed,
the prevalence with and without this criterion has changed from
83.4% to 58.9%. Also before the revision by removing this criterion, the prevalence decreases from 94.3% to 70%. The significant reduction observed after the revision in positivity on the
second criterion (p<0.001), could likely be explained by the observation of less serious clinical and haemodynamic cases (RR
forms [+13.2%], SP forms [-14.4%], PP forms [-4.2%]) after the
review. Our data showed a higher prevalence of CCSVI in MS
patients compared to HCs, increasing with age and being more
frequent in males. By contrast, no correlation was found regarding MS clinical forms or disease duration. In MS patients with
CCSVI we also detected a positive correlation between impaired
cerebral outflow (identified by the VHISS score) and age, disease duration and EDSS.
CONCLUSION

Vascular survey protocols must reduce their inter-operator variability, and only specific training of vascular sonographers with
high competence in venous ultrasonography can achieve this
goal. Achieving reproducibility in investigations relative to patients and methods seems to be easier when applying the relevant protocols. In fact, the use in our study of the new ECD
criteria introduced in 2011 made the method of investigation
more stringent, reducing the prevalence of CCSVI in MS patients compared with examinations using the old criteria (83.4%
vs. 94.3%). This result would seem to be due to changes introduced in the first and third criteria. Our study proves that criterion 2 is a disagreement element for its difficult reproducibility,
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even between experienced and trained operators. Indeed, the
inter-observer agreement has changed from good to excellent
without this criterion. Nevertheless, considering this criterion
important for a better assessment of cerebral hemodynamic this
problem could be overcome with use of MRI-ultrasound fusion
techniques53 only in selected cases (post-surgical monitoring,
patients with positivity of a single criterion evaluated by the revised protocol for CCSVI screening).
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Incidental durotomy (ID) is a term used to describe unintentional opening of the dura
mater during spinal surgery. Although, commonly referred to as dural tear; most recent scholars
are circumventing the use of the latter term, as it could imply an element of carelessness when
none were necessarily present. Therefore, ID, unintended durotomy, unintentional durotomy or
simply just dural opening, have been recommended to replace the term dural tear.1,2
The reported incidence of ID of spinal surgeries ranges from 0.1-13.7%. Despite being one of the most common complications of spinal surgery, it remains often underreported
because of the lack of morbidity in the most of cases.3 ID is often associated with cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) leakage from the subarachnoid space through the dural defect.1
CSF leakage can lead to several complications resulting from loss of CSF volume
(decreasing the brain’s supportive cushion), which can lead to symptoms of intracranial hypotension (presenting with nausea, vomiting, postural headache, tinnitus, vertigo, etc) (Figure 1).
It can also lead to more serious yet less common complications such as CSF fistula formations,
and meningitis.4 Since some of the aforementioned symptoms are improved in the recumbent
position, patients are often advised to remain flat in bed for a period of time (ranging from 1-10
days) after the spine surgery.4 Previous studies showed that bed rest without intervention is ineffective in treating an accidental durotomy.5 However, following dural repair the need for flat
bed rest is still an area of ongoing debate.6
Figure 1: Low Intracranial Pressure Following CSF Leak. T2 Axial (a) Shows Thin Subdural
Fluid Collection (Black Arrows). (b) T1 Sagittal Shows Sagging of Brainstem and Cerebellar
tonsillar Descent (White Arrow). (c) T1 Coronal Post-Contrast Shows Diffuse Pachymeningeal Enhancement (White Arrows).

Copyright
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open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (CC
BY 4.0), which permits unrestricted
use, distribution, and reproduction
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Currently, there is no concrete evidence to support the beneficial effects of flat bed rest
following ID nor there a consensus about the period of this bed rest. Therefore, post-operative
instructions for patients with ID remain controversial and rely heavily on the previous experience/preference of the treating surgeon(s).5
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This debatable topic was first addressed by Hodges et
al6 who conducted a retrospective review of 20 patients with ID
and resultant CSF leakage treated without mandatory bed rest
following the dural repair. In 19 cases the CSF leakage was detected and repaired (with non-absorbable stiches and fibrin glue)
during the initial procedure, and in 1 patient the defect was repaired 2 weeks after the surgery. All 20 patients had their symptoms monitored for 1 week, and delayed follow-up at a minimum of 10 months took place. During a week from surgery only
2 patients (10%) reported headache, 2 patients (10%) reported
nausea, and 1 patient (5%) reported tinnitus.6 Worth mentioning;
similar symptoms were reported in patients treated with bed rest
following ID and CSF leak.1 The study concluded that 75% of
the patients had no symptoms related to the ID despite being
mobilised immediately post-operative.6
In 2013 Low et al7 addressed the same topic, through a
retrospective study. They looked at a year data of a single centre for all patients who incurred an accidental durotomy and
were repaired intraoperatively.7 Their notes were reviewed for
evidence of complications for a minimum of 12 months after
surgery. Out of 889 patients who had lumbar surgery 61 patients
(6.8%) had ID and CSF leak. Twenty six patients were mobilised
immediately following surgery, 9 patients were mobilised after
48 hours and 26 patients were prescribed flat bed rest for 72
hours or more. The review concluded that there was no statistical significance between the day of mobilisation and the rate
of complication. Similar results were reproduced by other study
promoting early mobilisation.8

spine surgery, showed no consensus concerning the management. The survey however, concluded that despite not being
proved to reduce the rate of cerebrospinal fluid fistulas, bed rest
is still frequently used. While period of flat bed rest prolongs the
hospital stay with additional costs and potentially higher rate of
medical complications, the survey warranted a multicentre trial
to address the topic.10 Another survey looking at 3 nations (German, Swiss, and Austrian) practice regarding the management
of ID, revealed once more the substantial heterogeneity in the
management. Nonetheless; there is a trend towards early mobilisation if the ID has been closed sufficiently with no participant
favouring bed rest for more than 72 hours.11
One study compared rates of complications between
patients who undergo flat bed rest (for over 24 hours) following
ID to those allowed to mobilize early (within the first 24 hours
post-operative ).12 The study concluded that there was no statistically significant difference between both groups in regards to
post-durotomy related neurological complications, wound complications and need for revision surgery. However, there was a
statistically significant decrease in the incidence of total medical complications in the early mobilized group (0% vs. 50%,
p=0.0003).12

Bonanos et al9 prospectively audited flat bed rest for
managing ID in lumbar spine surgery over a period of 6 months.
The study showed that flat bed rest was used in 20 patients with
ID for an average of 4 days ranged from 1-10 days. They concluded that flat bed rest does not reduce morbidity following ID,
and in fact was deemed unnecessary.9

In our own practice, we have not done a full fledged
study on the management of CSF leak following ID. However,
Intra-operatively and more often on imaging, it is possible to
clearly localise the site of intradural communication. We have
practised open repair, lumbar drain insertion and lately injection
of dural sealing agents with very good results. Prescription of
flat bed rest remains controversial in our local practice. Nonetheless the senior author encourages early mobilisation for all
his patients following satisfactory repair of the durotomy; with
increasingly encouraging results for early mobilisation, other
consultants in the department have started adopting early mobilisation approach for their patients.

A German national survey looking at the intra- and
post-operative management of accidental durotomy in lumbar

Some examples from our own practice are included
here. Figure 2 shows a patient who was treated with lumbar drain

Figure 2: CSF Leak Following ID. T2 Sagittal (a) and Axial (b) Images Showing a
Prominent CSF/Fluid Collection (Black Arrows) Following ID. White Arrow in (b) Shows
the Site of Dural Communication, Leading to the Fluid Collection. Patient has been
Treated with Lumbar Drain and Flat Bed Rest with Good Outcome.
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and flat bed rest, following which the patient improved and returned to normal. Figure 3 shows a patient with ID, treated with
open repair and flat bed rest, with good outcome. Even prominent collections managed with dural sealing agent; have been
successfully treated without flat bed rest (Figure 4). However,
we do come across occasional patients who have had unfavourable outcome with persistent symptoms despite open repair and
bed rest, we have successfully treated such patients with glue
injection, it is often important to localise the site of communication in such patients (Figure 5).

CONCLUSION

Despite the fact that a period of flat bed rest following ID and
CSF leak is commonly advised, it is by no means accepted as a
standard practice. Although, there is a clear need for first class
evidence to address the topic; yet, the current available evidence
supports early mobilisation following sufficient dural repair. We
understand the difficulties in running such trial as standardizing
the size and site of the durotomy, the underlying spinal pathology, patients’ comorbidities/healing potentials, and closure tech-

Figure 3: CSF Leak Following ID. T2 Sagittal (a) and Axial (b) Images Showing a Prominent CSF/Fluid Collection (Black Arrows) Following ID. The Site of
Communication Not Clearly Identified. Patient was Treated with Open Repair
and Flat Bed Rest with Good Outcome.

Figure 4: CSF Leak Following ID. T2 Sagittal (a) and Axial (b) Images (Above)
Showing a Prominent CSF/Fluid Collection (Black Arrows) Following ID. The
Site of Intradural Communication is Marked by White Arrow. Patient was Treated with Dural Sealant but Without Flat Bed Rest with Good Outcome. Followup T2 Sagittal (c) and Axial (d) Images (below) Showing Significantly Reduced
CSF Collection (Black Arrows in c and d).
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Figure 5: CSF Leak Following ID. T2 Sagittal (a) Axial (b) Images
(Above) Showing a Large CSF Collection (Black arrows). Site of
Communication Shown by White Arrow in (b). Initially Patient had
an Unsatisfactory Outcome Following Conservative Treatment.
Subsequently Treated with Glue Injection. T2 Sagittal (c) and
Axial (d) Images (Below) Showing Significantly Reduced Collection (Black Arrow in d) Following Glue Injection.

niques might be challenging to say the least.
Different methods for achieving satisfactory dural closure exist, with promising results of the advancing technology
for dural sealing agents especially for durotomies where primary suturing is not thought to be feasible or technically possible
without significant collateral damage.
Long periods of flat bed rest does not decrease the rate
of complications, in fact early patients mobilisation potentially
reduces the length of hospital stay, medical complications and
the overall cost on the health system.
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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Chronic subdural haematoma (CSDH) is one of the commonest forms of intracranial haemorrhage. Surgical drainage of CSDH is a routine operation in the modern neurosurgical practice which has shown to be the most effective way in treating this entity; however, the
incidence of recurrence of the haematoma post operatively remains as high as 26.5%. The risk
factors for CSDH recurrence remains an area of ongoing research.
Objective: We have conducted a systematic review to evaluate the available literature addressing the risk factors for CSDH recurrence, aiming to minimise or at least identify patients at
higher risk of recurrence in order to decrease associated morbidity.
Methods: Ovid via Medline, PubMed, and Google scholar databases were searched for eligible
studies, search results were then limited to studies in English language, Humans and studies
published within the last 5 years. The included studies were critically appraised using the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) tool, and each study has then been ranked using the
Harbour and Miller hierarchy of ranking.
Results: Based on available evidence, we classified the risk factors associated with recurrence to patients’, radiological, and surgical factors. Patient factors include history of seizures,
trauma, alcoholism, brain atrophy, and presence of CSF shunts, while the role of diabetes in
relation to the recurrence is controversial. Radiologically the presence of air in the subdural
space post-operatively, the width of the haematoma, and the presence of bilateral CSDHs are
associated with increased risk of recurrence. While the predictive value of multiple membranes
in the CSDH remains controversial. Surgically, the risk of recurrence was noted to be higher in
patients with parietal or occipital compared to those who had frontal burr hole drainage, also
placing a subdural drain decreases the chance of recurrence and some evidence showed better
outcomes for frontally placed drains. The role of anti-inflammatory agents (including steroids)
remains an area of ongoing debate.
Conclusions: Risk factors for CSDH can be divided into patients’, radiological, and surgical
factors. We encourage health care providers to minimize if not prevent potentially avoidable
factors. Patients with increased risks for recurrence should be identified early by the treating
team and when possible should be informed about their higher than usual risk of recurrence.
Moreover this review highlights the general lack of a sufficiently powered class I evidence addressing this topic and that further research is required in this topic.
KEY WORDS: Chronic subdural haematoma; Recurrence; Bur hole drainage; Outcome.
ABBREVIATIONS: CSDH: Chronic subdural haematoma; CASP: Critical Appraisal Skills Programme; CT: Computed Tomography; DM: Diabetes Mellitus.
INTRODUCTION

Chronic subdural haematoma (CSDH) is one of the commonest forms of intracranial haemor-
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rhage. Surgical drainage of CSDH is a routine operation in the
modern neurosurgical practice.1,2 The incidence of CSDH is 8-58
per 100,000 in individuals over 65 years of age.3 However, with
continuous rise of life expectancy together with a widening usage of anti-coagulants and anti-platelets medications worldwide,
the incidence of this is likely to continue rising.4 Clinically, as
the name suggests, CSDH does not present acutely and it may
remain silent for variable periods of times and may present insidiously or with non-specific features. Surgical intervention has
been shown to be the most effective way in treating this entity;
however, the incidence of recurrence ranges from 9.2-26.5%.1,2,57
The recurrence can also remain silent with delay in diagnosis
and associated morbidity and mortality.
We have conducted this Systematic review to evaluate
the available literature addressing the risk factors for CSDH recurrence, aiming to minimise or at least identify patients at higher risk of recurrence in order to decrease associated morbidity.
Moreover, this Systematic review will address areas where further research is required to provide robust evidence in the topic,
as the implementation of evidence based medicine provides high
quality standard medical care at the lowest cost.8
A brief analysis of the literature will be conducted using the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) tool9 and
then each study will be ranked using the Harbour and Miller10
hierarchy of ranking. See appendix I.
Search Strategy

Table 1 below summarises the search strategy used for the literature search.
Ovid via Medline, PubMed and google scholar search

resulted in 33 publications, which was then limited to studies in
English language, Humans and the duration between 2012 and
current date this limited the publications to 18 papers.
Following is a justification for the used search limitation:
English Language is an international language for healthcare,
the majority of the top journals with high impact factors are in
English, and is the most widely learned second language. Nevertheless, we are aware that by limiting the search to publications in a single language this could potentially affect the generalisability and possibly results in English language, selection,
publication, and citation biases.11 The search was also limited
to humans, given the limited role for the animal derived data in
this topic.
With regards to publication period this was limited to
the last 5 years to ensure contemporaneous evidence. Nevertheless, following the search, studies titles and abstracts were
screened for relevance, and reference lists of included papers
were reviewed with ‘backward chaining’ employed to include
seminal papers. Following limiting the search to the above, 18
studies were screened, and limited by the type of this review
only 6 papers will be discussed.
Review of Literature

CSDH is one of the most commonly encountered conditions in
neurosurgery; however, there is no consensus regarding clinical features, correlating factors, or causes of recurrence.12 Clinically, recurrent bleed can also be challenging and both clinical
and imaging factors can be used to make a positive diagnosis.
Moreover, presence of a rebleed does not always result in repeat
surgery and similarly, significant rebleed may remain clinically

Table 1: Search Strategy.
Keywords

The following key words were set to be recognised within article title, abstract, and/or keywords:
Subdural Hematoma, chronic subdural haematoma, recurrence, risk factors

Search terms

-Chronic subdural haematoma (OR) subdural haematoma
-Recurrence (AND) risk factors
-Chronic subdural haematoma (OR) subdural haematoma, (AND) recurrence (AND) risk factors

Limitations

The search was limited to the following:
English Language.
Humans.
Between 2012 and current date.

Inclusion criteria

The search included patients with chronic subdural haematoma (unilateral or bilateral, surgically or
non-surgically managed)
The search also included systematic reviews, RCTs, cohort studies, and literature reviews.

Exclusion criteria

The search excluded:
Solely pregnant and post-partum patients.
Neonates and paediatrics.
Case reports.
Descriptive reports.

Databases used

Ovid SP (MedLine/Embase), PubMed, Google Scholar

Screening evidenced
Final number

Neuro Open J

Following the search, studies titles and abstracts were screened for relevance, inclusion and
exclusion criteria, and non-qualifying articles were then excluded. Reference lists of included papers
were reviewed with ‘backward chaining’ employed to gather pertinent papers for consideration.
6 studies will be addressed
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silent and undiagnosed for variable periods of time, potentially
with adverse outcomes. It is therefore important that the risk factors associated with rebleeding are identified and such patients
are observed and followed-up more closely. Multiple studies
have been conducted to identify potential risk factors contributing to the pathogenesis of CSDH and its recurrence with numerous factors reported.12-22
Yamamoto et al13 attempted to determine independent
predictors contributing to the recurrence of chronic subdural hematoma (CSDH) in 105 patients who underwent CSDH surgery
over 9 years period, with follow-up computed tomography (CT)
scanning performed 1 day, 1 week, 1 month, 3 months, and 6
months post-operatively. The criteria used to define recurrence
were radiological; however, clinical recurrence (prompted by re
appearance of symptoms) warranted earlier scanning. The radiological recurrence was an increase in the hematoma thickness and a change in hematoma density on follow-up CT scans
within 3 months post-operatively.13 By using univariate and
multivariate analyses to assess the relationships among various
variables and CSDH recurrence Yamamoto et al13 reported four
independent variables affect the recurrence of CSDH: a positive history of seizures and the width (maximum diameter) of
the hematoma were positively associated with increased risk of
recurrence, while a positive history of diabetes mellitus (DM)
and the multiplicity of hematoma cavities (multiple membrane)
on CT scans were both associated with less risk for recurrence.
Brief discussion regarding these factors will follow.13 However,
the aforementioned study was a retrospective cohort study, and
thus is potentially subject to sources of bias and variation. The
sample size of the study was limited, and when considering the
incidence of the disease the study will be under-powered; hence,
further investigation is required to assess the independent predictors revealed in the study. The study was therefore scored 2+
in the Harbour and Miller10 hierarchy of ranking.
Several studies support the role of seizure disorders,
alcoholism, cerebrospinal fluid shunts, anticoagulation therapy
and coagulopathies.13,23-25 These may be variably associated with
head trauma, brain atrophy and decreased blood homeostasis.
Seizures can be associated to the recurrence of CSDH due to the
occasional head injury associated with certain types of seizures,
or as a result of coagulopathy due to some anticonvulsants or
to their effect on the liver causing disruption of the coagulation
cascade.26
While the width of the hematoma is often determined
at the level of the maximum thickness of the clot, it has been reported to be associated with the patient age, with the underlying
atrophy of the aging brain providing the space for the hematoma
to grow and/or recur.27 This may also lead to poor brain re-expansion after the operation. Poor brain re-expansion has been
correlated with recurrence in previous reports.19,28
Hyperglycaemia secondary to diabetes mellitus is associated with vascular occlusive disorder secondary to the hyperviscosity of the blood and the often encountered atheroscleroNeuro Open J
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sis.29 Yamamoto et al13 suggested that DM may play a role in
decreasing the re-bleeding tendency of CSDH, since patients
with DM has a high osmotic pressure and increased platelet
aggregation.29 This theory could be supported by the findings
of previous study which reported that osmotherapy performed
using 20% mannitol is effective in stopping repeated bleeding
of a CSDH.30 On the other hand capillary vasculopathy including haemorrhage (e.g., retinal haemorrhage) is one of the major
complications in diabetic patients, and the exudation from the
capillaries in the membrane of CSDH plays an important role in
its enlargement.31,32 Moreover, similar study showed increased
but non-significant risk for recurrence in patients with DM, it
was also found that patients with bilateral CSDH tend to have
DM.17
With regards to multiplicity of the hematoma cavity
conflicting reports were published. While previous studies reported multiplicity to be positively correlated with recurrence
of CSDH,2,33 other concluded it is associated with lower rates
of recurrence.13 This conflicting evidence could be attributed at
least partially to the discrepancy in defining “multiplicity of the
haematoma”. In some studies with a positive correlation, the
authors identified “multiplicity” as multiple CSDHs,2,33 whereas
Yamamoto et al defined multiplicity of hematoma cavities as the
involvement of multiple cavities, similar to what has been previously described as trabecular haematoma (Figure 1).5,13
Torihashi et al17 conducted a study to determine independent predictors associated with CSDH recurrence. The
results demonstrated that bilateral CSDH was an independent
risk factor for the recurrence of CSDH. Although, anti-platelet
and anticoagulant therapy had no statistically significant effect
on CSDH recurrence, the time interval between the injury and
the first operation for patients with anti-platelet and/or anti-coagulant therapy was shorter (29.9 vs. 44.2 days).17 The relative
strengths of the above study were the bigger sample size and
the fact they used a logistic regression model in performing a
multivariate statistical analysis of the recurrence factors. Nonetheless being a retrospective study it scores 2++ in the Harbour
and Miller hierarchy of ranking.10 Further studies also supported
bilateral CSDH as a risk factor for recurrence (Figure 2).18,19 It
is though that patients with bilateral CSDH tend to have previous brain atrophy increasing the risks of recurrence as discussed
earlier.
Abouzari et al20 conducted a study looking at the role of
posture in post-operative patients in the recurrence of surgically
managed traumatic CSDH.20 The study concluded that assuming an upright posture soon after burr-hole surgery is associated
with an increased incidence of CSDH recurrence. Another study
showed similar but statistically non-significant higher recurrence rate of CSDH with early sitting up posture in comparison
to 3 days of bed rest.34 The limitations of Abouzari et al20 study
was that they only studied patients with a history of head trauma
and excluded those with shunts, seizures, alcohol abuse or use of
anticoagulants. While up to 40% of patients with CSDH cannot
recall a history of trauma,35 this very homogenous study group
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Figure 1: CT Scans of 2 Different Patients (a,b) and (c,d) Show
Multiplicity of Haematoma on Right Side with Blood Products
of Different Attenuations along with Presence of a “Membrane”
(White Arrow).

Figure 2: CT Scan Showing Presence of Bilateral Subdural
Haematomas (Arrows).

in the Abouzari et al20 trial brings the generalizability of the trial
into question. In the same study recurrence was defined by radiological criteria, and despite the radiological recurrence rate
was significantly higher in the patients who assumed a headelevated position immediately after surgery, these recurrences
did not seem to affect the patients’ clinical recovery and only
one patient required surgery to drain the recurrent haematoma,20
the study was inadequately powered and no details for statistical analysis was included, therefore scored 1 in the Harbour and
Miller hierarchy of ranking.10
Another study looking at the “radiological factors” associated with risks of CSDH recurrence, showed increased risk
of rebleed in patients with parietal or occipital drainage compared to those who had frontal burr hole drainage. It also showed
that patient with residual subdural air on CT scans obtained 7
days post-surgery had a higher recurrence rate than those with

Neuro Open J

no subdural air on the CT scan (Figure 3).12 Similar observation
was drawn by Nagata et al36 showing that the amount of subdural
air found postoperatively correlated negatively with the resolution rate of CSDH.
To further explain the effect of different risk factors,
different theories have been proposed to explain post-operative
recurrence of CSDH. One is the pressure difference theory which
emphasises pressure imbalance between the outside and inside
of the inner haematoma membrane (subdural space and the subarachnoid/subpial space); that is high pressure in the hematoma
cavity and/or low pressure in the subarachnoid space (Figure 4).
The earlier situation is indicated by massive subdural air collection, residual SDH and persistent widening of the hematoma
cavity (ongoing bleeding in the subdural space). The latter situation is indicated by excessive fluid loss such as dehydration,
anemia, excessive cerebrospinal fluid drainage or impact of se-
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Figure 3: CT Scans Showing Significant Amount of Air in the Subdural
Cavities on both Sides Post Drainage (White Arrows).

Figure 4: MRI Scan (a, b) Shows Dilated Ventricular System in a Patient Clinically Presenting with Normal
Pressure Hydrocephalus. Post Drainage, CT (c) Shows Bilateral Subdural Haematomas with a Decompressed Ventricular System.

vere brain atrophy.35,37 Moreover, Nakaguchi et al12 also reported
that patients with a subdural space more than 10 mm wide on
CT scans obtained 7 days post-surgery had a higher recurrence
rate than those with a space measuring 10 mm or less. The study
concluded that post-operative re-accumulation of CSDH can be
reduced by placing the tip of the drainage catheter in the frontal
convexity and by removing subdural air during or after surgery.12
This is explainable by the fact that air accumulates in the frontal
convexity while the patient is supine immediately after surgery.
With the same principle in mind for draining extra fluid and air
from the subdural space, Cambridge conducted a randomised
trial of using a subdural drain versus no drain following evacuation of CSDH concluded that the use of a drain after burr-hole
drainage of chronic subdural haematoma is safe and associated
with reduced recurrence and mortality at 6 months.38 Nakaguchi
et al scored 2+ in the in the Harbour and Miller hierarchy of
ranking, while the Cambridge trial scores 1+ as a well conducted
randomised controlled trial with low risk of bias.10,38
Another theory is the inflammatory theory, first proposed In 1857 by Virchow who described CSDH as a dural inflammatory disease and called it “pachymeningitis hemorrhagica
interna.” He was the first to stress the importance of inflammation for the onset and development of CSDH.39 Later on several
studies demonstrated that CSDH is the result of a local inflam-
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matory reaction of the dura to an injurious stimulus.35,40 Frati et
al21 conducted a prospective study over 2 years period to determine role of local inflammation in the pathogenesis and postoperative recurrence of chronic subdural hematoma (CSDH).21
The study - although significantly under powered - has included
only patients who can clearly recall history of head trauma, and
showed evidence of an inflammatory process within the dural
border cell layer, this has a clear impact on the generalisability
of the trial, scoring 2+ in the Harbour and Miller hierarchy of
ranking.10 The study concluded that higher levels of inflammatory cytokines were positively correlated with recurrence and reaccumulation of the CSDH. Frati et al advocated for a prolonged
post-operative course of anti-inflammatory medicine given as
prophylaxis to minimise the risks of CSDH recurrence. Similar
rationale and conclusion were reached by another recently published study advocating the use of steroids following the surgical
evacuation of CSDH to prevent recurrence.22 The role of steroids
in CSDH remains a controversial topic; nonetheless, an ongoing
trial in the UK is currently addressing this and hopefully will put
an end to this debate.41
Most recently the British Neurosurgical Trainee Research Collaborative (BNTRC) published the largest multicenter, prospective, observational cohort study looking at the
management and outcome for patients with chronic subdural
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Table 2: Summary of the Studies Discussed in this Paper, the Aim of Each, Concluded Factors for CSDH Recurrence, Strengths, Weaknesses, and Score in the Harbour
and Miller hierarchy of ranking.10
Factors associated with
increased risk for CSDH
recurrence

Article

Aim of study

Yamamoto et al2

To determine independent predictors
contributing to the recurrence of CSDH

- Width of the hematoma.
- Multiplicity of hematoma cavities.
- Seizures
- Negative history of DM

- Clear definition for
recurrence
- Robust statistical analysis

- Retrospective
- Small sample size

Torihashi et al21

To determine independent predictors
contributing to the recurrence of CSDH

- Bilateral CSDH

- Larger sample size
- Robust statistical analysis.

- Retrospective

Abouzari et al27

To evaluate the relationship between
recurrence rate of CSDH and patient
posture postoperatively

- Assuming an upright posture
soon after burr-hole surgery

- Randomized double linded
controlled trial

-Generalizability
- Underpowered
- Radiologically defined
recurrence with very
limited clinical sequel

To determine features of CSDHs
recurrence rate on the basis of the
natural history of these lesions and
their intracranial extension

- Subdural space more than 10
mm wide on CT 7 days
post-surgery
- Subdural drain not placed on the
frontal convexity
- Presence of subdural air, intra or
post operatively
- Cranial base type of CSDHs
was high

- Prospective study
- Over 9 years
- Long term follow-up

- Single center
- Small sample size
- Recurrence defined
radiologically with no
clinical correlation

2+

Frati et al34

To determine role of local inflammation
in the pathogenesis and recurrence of
CSDH

- Higher levels of inflammatory
cytokines

- Prospective study

- Under powered
- Generalizability

2+

Brennan et al42

To examine the management and
outcome for patients with CSDH across
the UK

- Failure to insert a drain
intraoperatively

- Multicenter
- Prospective
- Clear definition for
recurrence

- Lack of long term
follow-up
- Skewed to single surgical drainage technique

Nakaguchi et al8

Strengths

Weaknesses

Score

2+

2++

1-

2++

CSDH: Chronic subdural haematoma; CT: Computed Tomography.

haematomas.42 This has included centres throughout the United Kingdom (UK) and Ireland, and showed the rates of CSDH
mortality (2%), symptomatic recurrence (9%), and unfavorable
functional outcome (22%) were all acceptable when audited
against predefined criteria from the literature.42 However, multivariate analysis demonstrated that failure to insert a drain intraoperatively independently predicted recurrence (p=0.011) as
well as unfavorable functional outcome (p=0.048). Reinforcing
previous studies conclusions, the BNTRC group detected statistically significant unfavorable functional outcomes following
prescribed post-operative bed rest (p=0.019).20,35 It also concluded that Increasing patient age (p<0.00001) is associated with
unfavorable functional outcome; however, there was no significant difference in relation to recurrence, consolidating previous
reports recommendations.13
Unlike previous studies; the BNTRC had clear definition to the recurrence of CSDH, which was clinical recurrence
of CSDH symptoms, confirmed radiologically, and requiring
surgery within 60 days.42 On the other hand one of the study’s
limitations was the lack of long term follow as patients were
observed only during their admission course at the neurosurgical unit (NSU). Moreover, the study cohort was skewed to single
surgical drainage technique (burr hole drainage) which was the
modality used in 89% of operated cases; hence, making predicting outcome in patients treated with other surgical techniques
(e.g., mini craniotomy) an area of ongoing debate.
Neuro Open J

The study nevertheless was well conducted and scores
2++ in the in the Harbour and Miller hierarchy of ranking (Table
2).
CONCLUSION

The review highlights the lack of unified definition for CSDH
recurrence as different studies use different methods in labelling
recurrence; nonetheless the majority combine clinical features as
well as imaging modalities to identify recurrence of CSDH. The
available evidence is generally underpowered and more research
is required in this topic.
There are different factors contributing to the recurrence of CSDH, which can be divided into patient factors, radiological factors, surgical/technical factors, and post-operative
factors.
Patient factors include history of seizures, trauma, alcoholism, brain atrophy, and presence of CSF shunts, while there
is conflicting evidence regarding the role of DM in relation to
recurrence risk of CSDH.
Radiological factors include presence of air in the subdural space in the post-operative scan, width of the haematoma,
width of the subdural space and presence of bilateral CSDH.
The predictive value of presence of multiple membranes in the
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CSDH remains controversial.

gery. 1990; 26: 771-773.

With regards to the surgical factors, there are different techniques adopted, nonetheless it was found that burr hole
craniotomy is the most adopted method, and there is lack of evidence testing outcomes of other surgical techniques. The risk of
CSDH recurrence is higher in patients with parietal or occipital
drainage compared to those who had frontal burr hole drainage.
Placing a subdural drain was noted to decrease the chance of
recurrence and some evidence showed better outcomes for frontally placed drains.

7. Zumkeller M, Höllerhage HG, Dietz H. Treatment outcome
in patients with chronic subdural hematoma with reference to
age and concurrent internal diseases [In German]. Wien Med
Wochenschr. 1997; 147: 55-62.

Post-operative patient positioning seems to affect the
recurrence risk, with the current evidence promoting avoidance
of early sitting up of patients with CSDH. It is clearly noted that
more studies are necessary to address this topic.
The role of anti-inflammatory agents (including steroids) remains an area of hot debate. There is a need of well
conducted adequately powered multicentre randomised trial(s)
to increase our understanding and deliver more robust recommendation regarding the topic .
Finally, we have briefly described the factors thought to
be associated with increased risk of recurrent CSDH and highlighted areas of ongoing debate.
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Appendix I

Harbour and Miller hierarchy of evidence10
1++ High quality meta analyses, systematic reviews of RCTs or RCTs with a very low risk of bias.
1+ Well conducted meta analyses, systematic reviews of RCTs, or RCTs with a low risk of bias.
1- Meta analyses, systematic reviews of RCTs, or RCTs with a high risk of bias.
2++ High quality systematic reviews of case-control or cohort studies. High quality case-control or cohort studies with a very low
risk of confounding, bias, or chance and a high probability that the relationship is casual.
2+ Well conducted case-control or cohort studies with a low risk of confounding, bias or chance and a moderate probability that
the relationship is casual.
2- Case-control or cohort studies with a high risk of confounding, bias, chance and a significant risk that the relationship is not
casual.
3 Non-analytic studies, e.g., case reports, case series.
4 Expert opinion.
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We present an unusual case of steroid responsive inflammatory condition, involving sellar suprasellar region with further ependymal lesions. This is complicated by previous surgery due to
pituitary adenoma, not thought to related to inflammatory process. The patient responded well
to steroids, but deteriorated due to development of hydrocephalus caused by obstruction due
to adhesions. Despite extensive literature review and consideration of all known pathological
conditions, it was concluded that the condition represented another inflammatory entity not yet
fully characterised. The case also highlights that despite the steroid responsive nature of the
condition, the ependymal involvement can result in progressive acute obstructive hydrocephalus with clinical deterioration. This case also suggests close follow-up and early imaging for
early detection and treatment of this complication.
KEY WORDS: Intracranial langerhans cell histiocytosis; Lymphocytic hypophysitis.
ABBREVIATIONS: TB: Tuberculosis; LCH: Langerhans Cell Histiocytosis; LYH: Lymphocytic
hypophysitis; ADEM: Acute disseminated encephalomyelitis; CDI: Central Diabetes Insipidus;
HPA-LCH: Hypothalamic-pituitary axis change LCH; ND-LCH: Neurodegenerative change
LCH; ECD: Erdheim-Chester Disease.
CASE REPORT

This case report pertains to a 46-year-old male Caucasian who had endoscopic treatment
for a pituitary adenona three years previously. He required replacement hydrocortisone and
testosterone. Prior to the surgery, he was not known to have any other neurological issues.
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A year after surgery following minor trauma, he underwent a computed tomography
(CT) scan of the head. This confirmed no residual pituitary tumour (Figure 1). He was somewhat
non-compliant with endocrine follow-up. Surveillance magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
imaging 2 years following initial surgery demonstrated post-up change with some enhancing
tissue scaling the pituitary stalk and hypothalamic region; this was not clearly seen on the
previous CT scan, possibly due to different modalities and absence of contrast imaging. Two
months later, he developed polydipsia, fatigue and a partial left-sided homonymous visual
field deficit. There was progressive confusion with fluent dysphasia and inattention. He was
pyrexial. Gaze evoked nystagmus was present to the right. The rest of his examination was
unremarkable.
MRI brain demonstrated significant progression of the abnormalities seen on the
earlier scan with increased enhancing tissue involving the pituitary stalk, hypothalamic area
and floor of the 3rd ventricle, also including the optic chiasm (Figure 2). Associated signal
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Figure 1: Initial CT Scan Performed at the Time of Head Injury. (a) Coronal and (b) Sagittal
Reconstructions Show an Empty Sella (white arrows) with no Discernible Soft Tissue.

Figure 2: Initial MRI During First follow-up. Post-Contrast MRI (a) Coronal and (b) Sagittal
Showing some Enhancement along Pituitary Stalk Reaching upto Hypothalamic Region
(White Arrows).

changes/oedema was noted in the vicinity of 3rd ventricle, optic
tracts, posterior limb of internal capsule bilaterally and anterior
aspect of the midbrain. There was further enhancement within
the 4th ventricle on both sides and associated prominent oedema
in the cerebellum. In addition there was ependymal enhancement within the right frontal and temporal horns (Figure 3). The
ventricular size had increased since the previous scan. This rapid growth rate (over two months) and ependymal enhancement
was considered unlikely to represent pituitary tumour recurrence

and the likelihood of an inflammatory aetiology or lymphoma
was considered. He was given dexamethasone 8 mg twice daily
which immediately reversed his confusion. At this stage the
differential included an inflammatory or lymphomatous process.
He became hypothyroid.
The following blood tests were either normal or
negative: plasma viscosity, C-reactive protein (CRP), C3, C4,
anti-DNA and extractable nuclear antigen (ENA) antibodies.

Figure 3: Follow-up MRI. T2 Axial Images (a-c) and FLAIR Axial (d). Black Arrow in (a) Showing
Oedema in Cerebellum Around 4th Ventricle. Ventricular Size has Increased Since Previous Scan.
Black Arrows in (c, d) Showing Oedema Along Optic Tracts, Posterior Limb of External Capule
Extending Posteriorly in Midbrain. Post-Contrast T1 Weighted Sagittal (e), Coronal (f) and Axials
(g, h). White Arrow in (e, f) Showing Increase in Enhancing Soft Tissue along Pituitary Stalk and
Hypothalamus. Broken White Arrow in (e, g) Showing Ependymal Enhancement in 4th Ventricle.
Broken White Arrow in (f) Showing Ependymal Enhancement in Temporal Horn. Broken White Arrow
in (h) Showing Ependymal Enhancement in Right Frontal Horn.
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Spinal fluid analysis revealed a lymphocytosis of 345×106/L and
a protein of 2459 mg/L. Oligoclonal bands were detected in the
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) only. Cytology and microbiology was
negative.
Repeat MRI scan 11 days later showed persistence of an
abnormally enhancing tissue in the hypothalamus and pituitary
stalk but reduced in volume with some residual enhancement
in the 4th Ventricle. The midbrain oedema had resolved when
compared to the previous scan. Clinically, he improved but had
residual mild impairment of gait. Dexamethasone was reduced
and he was discharged on a tapering dose of oral prednisolone.
However, three months later, he was readmitted with
worsening confusion. CT head revealed acute hydrocephalus,
with increased dilation of the lateral, 3rd and 4th ventricles, and
generalised sulcal effacement, with no midline shift. A brain
MRI scan confirmed lateral, 3rd and 4th ventricular dilation.
Though the abnormally enhancing tissue in the pituitary stalk
and hypothalamus had slightly reduced in volume, there was
obstruction at the level of 4th ventricle, probably secondary to
enhancing lesions with likely adhesions (Figure 4).
He underwent an endoscopic third ventriculostomy and
biopsy of the floor of the 3rd ventricle inflammatory lesions.
Histopathology

Histologically there was abnormal tissue with mixed inflammatory cell infiltrate composed of small lymphocytes, macrophages
and plasma cells. There were also occasionally scattered larger
cells with large nuclei, prominent nucleoli and abundant eosin-

ophilic cytoplasm. Histopathlogical analysis also showed many
CD20-positive B-cells, CD3-positive T-cells, CD138-positive
plasma cells as well as CD68-positive macrophages, all confirming the mixed inflammatory cell infiltrate identified on H&E
staining. Markers of Langerhan’s cell histiocytosis (Langerhans,
CD1a) were negative. The conclusion was an acute on chronic
reactive process of unknown aetiology. There was no evidence
of any neoplasia, including lymphoma or pituitary adenoma.
Microbiology specimens were also sent of tissue and CSF,
which were all negative. Prolonged culture was performed and
there was no evidence of tuberculous disease. Similarly, testing
for sarcoid, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and syphilis
was negative.
He had insertion of an external ventricular drain, which
was converted to a right frontal ventriculo-peritoneal shunt.
He was discharged home (on a course of hydrocortisone) and
was due to be followed-up for a repeat MRI. Unfortunately, the
patient died two months later. The post-mortem identified no
cause of death, though it was noted that blood alcohol levels
were slightly elevated and it was postulated that he may have
failed to self administer oral hydrocortisone.
DISCUSSION

The current case is complicated by presence of a previously
excised benign pituitary adenoma, confirmed on re-analysis
of the original histology. The adenoma appeared to have been
adequately removed as the initial post-trauma CT confirmed that
no definite mass was present.
The patient’s presentation to us was thought to be due

Figure 4: MRI on Clinical Deterioration. T2 Axials (a, b) Showing Significant Worsening of
Hydrocephalus. Black Arrows Showing Significant Periventricular Oedema. Post-Contrast T1 Axial
(c), Coronal (d, f) and Sagittal (e). White Arrows in (c) Showing Subtle Residual Enhancement in
Frontal Horn. White Arrow in (d, e) Showing Reduced Infundibular-Hypothalamic Enhancement.
Broken White Arrows in (e, f) Showing Residual Enhancement on Fourth Ventricular Outflow which
Appears Obstructed Causing Hydrocephalus.
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to an inflammatory process predominantly affecting pituitaryhypothalamic axis with further ependymal involvement at several
places that subsequently resulted in obstructive hydrocephalus.
The differential diagnostic possibilities here include infection, inflammation and neoplasia.
Regarding infection; tuberculosis (TB) was considered but culture and biopsies were negative. Radiologically the
features of langerhans cell histiocytosis (LCH) were initially
thought consistent. Other differential diagnoses include lymphocytic hypophysitis (LYH), sarcoidosis and Erdheim-Chester
Disease. The latter which would correlate with the presence of
high lymphocytes in the CSF and response to steroids. Regarding sarcoidosis this was contemplated and indeed the CSF findings could be compatible. In sarcoidosis there is often a lymphocytosis with high CSF protein. Oligoclonal banding may
also be present. We did not however demonstrate non-caesiating
granuloma on histology. Acute disseminated encephalomyelitis
(ADEM) and multiple sclerosis were given a thought though
dismissed since imaging characteristics did not support this diagnosis. Similarly, there was no histological features of vasculitis seen.
Before histology, a serious consideration was given to
LCH. Intra-cranial LCH lesions exist in two different forms:
hypothalamic-pituitary axis change (HPA-LCH), being the most
common, and less frequently neurodegenerative change (NDLCH). In HPA involvement, central diabetes insipidus (CDI)
arises in up to 50% of cases,1 and anterior pituitary hormone
deficiencies in 20%.2 CDI is rare and characterised by polyuria,
polydipsia and hypotonic urine due to antidiuretic hormone
deficiency and, whilst LCH is a cause, it is by no means the most
common cause.3,4 Conversely, the latter pattern presents with a
mixture of ataxia, nystagmus, dysarthria, spastic tetraparesis,
pseudobulbar palsy or cognitive/behavioural alterations5 – the
first two and latter symptoms were seen in our patient but not
CDI. HPA-LCH presents on MRI with a thickened hypothalamus,
thickened pituitary stalk and absent posterior pituitary bright
spot. In patients presenting with diabetes insipidus.6,7 NDLCH affects the cerebellum, basal ganglia and pons. MRI can
show bilateral signal changes and non-enhancing lesions in the
dentate nucleus, often extending to the surrounding white matter
involving the midbrain, pons, globus pallidus and cerebellar
peduncle or presenting with cerebellar atrophy.8-12
There are varying opinions on the indication for HPA
biopsy in terms of the size of the lesion or severity of symptoms.13 Studies by Jian et al13, Leger et al14 and Adani et al15
all propose different cut-offs for biopsy, such as presence of an
endocrinopathy, radiological changes (e.g., when the stalk is >7
mm) and/or clinical deterioration.
In the past, electron microscopy was used on these biopsy specimens to detect the Birbeck granules that were characteristic of the LC; however this has been replaced by the use
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of immunohistochemistry to detect CD207 (Langerin) or CD1a
expression. CD207 is a type II transmembrane C-type lectin associated with the formation of Birbeck granules.16 This test is
now the Gold Standard in the correct clinical setting.17,18
Erdheim-chester disease (ECD) is a rare disease, frequently seen in adults. It shows infiltration of a wide variety of
tissues by cells of macrophage and histiocytic lineage, considered distinct from LCH. It is an infiltrative process with preponderance of lipid-laden histiocytes mixed with lymphocytes
and eosinophils. It can vary from a focal abnormality to an extensive multi-organ and life-threatening condition. It can show
endocrine manifestations including CDI, as well as hypopituitarism and hyperprolactinaemia. However, on MRI, pituitary
mass lesions or stalk thickening is rarely found although normal
T1 high signal is frequently absent from the posterior pituitary.
ECD was considered but excluded due to lack of typical findings and lack of systemic involvement.19 LYH or autoimmune
hypophystis is characterised by focal or diffuse inflammatory
infiltration and variable degree of pituitary involvement.19 It can
be divided into three subtypes: lymphocytic adenohypophysitis, lymphocytic infundibuloneurohypophysitis and lymphocytic panhypophysitis. It can be frequently associated with other
autoimmune conditions, most commonly autoimmune thyroid
disease (reported in 15-25% of LYH cases, 75% of these being
chronic autoimmune thyroiditis). Autoantibodies to various cells
can be found, including prolactin, GH and Adrenocorticotropic
hormone (ACTH) secreting cells. In our case, due to previous
pituitary surgery, assessment of these was not thought to be of
use. Histopathology is the gold standard for diagnosis of LYH,
the characteristic feature being a diffuse polyclonal lymphocytic
infiltrate with predominance of T-cells, particularly CD4 cells.
Clinically, it can present with headache, impaired vision, nausea,
vomiting, fatigue, weakness, anorexia, and visual disturbances.
There can be partial or total hypopituitarism.19
Sarcoidosis is a multisystem granulomatous disorder.20
Neurosarcoidosis occurs in about 10% of affected patients. The
disease primarily involves leptomeninges and extends along
perivascular spaces resulting in parenchymal lesions. The lesions have predilection for basal structures of brain, including
hypothalamus and pituitary gland. Therefore involvement of
hypothalamic-pituitary axis (resulting in CDI and anterior pituitary failure) is the most common feature of neurosarcoidosis. On
MRI, the lesions are seen as infiltration of the dura mater which
is thickened and show enhancement on contrast, also involving
infundibular stalk, optic chiasm and floor of third ventricle that
can be quite thickened, sometimes with mass like areas.20
CNS lymphoma is another entity that can be primary or
secondary. It could clearly have been a case of either of these,
although primary more likely due to absence of systemic disease.
These can be steroid responsive initially. However, histology
was not supportive. On reflection, amongst all possibilities,
the imaging findings were considered closest to LCH although
disproved on histolopathology. The histology itself was more in
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favour of a LYH but the inflammatory deposits seen on MRI
imaging were too extensive for this condition in isolation.
Therefore, there was absence of clear similarity with any of the
known conditions affecting this region, leading us to conclude
that this was a case of steroid responsive inflammatory process
of unknown aetiology.
The patient was treated with steroids and subsequent
MRI did prove that there was improvement in hypothalamic/
infundibular lesion. However, the ependymal involvement
was associated with adhesions that led to 4th ventricle outflow
obstruction and acute obstructive hydrocephalus with clinical
deterioration. While this was noted earlier, this continued to
progress despite the use of steroids. This clearly shows that
depending upon the site of involvement, a steroid responsive
inflammatory condition can still have adverse outcome. Those
with involvement of the fourth ventricle and potentially the
sylvian aqueduct should be closely followed with early imaging,
to detect hydrocephalus.
It is worth noting that this patient did not die of acute
hydrocephalus and large inflammatory lesions within the brain
were not seen on post-mortem examination. The cause of death
is unknown, but not thought to be directly related to the disease
process in question.
CONCLUSION

We present an unusual case, complicated by previous surgery,
but clearly inflammatory in origin predominantly affecting the
suprasellar region but extending elsewhere to involve ependymal lining. This case highlights the fact that despite extensive
literature and rather well addressed reviews available, it is possible to have a rare inflammatory condition, that can mimic other
inflammatory conditions such as LCH or LYH in different ways,
yet probably represents another entity not yet fully characterised. It also highlights that despite the steroid responsive nature,
the ependymal involvement can result in progressive acute obstructive hydrocephalus with clinical deterioration, thereby suggesting close follow-up and early imaging for early detection
and treatment of this complication.
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Introduction: One of the major errors that can be encountered by a spinal surgeon is operating at

the wrong level/side. However, wrong-level spinal surgery is considered a ‘never-event’ and is
under-reported. Many surgeons have traditionally adopted the technique of palpating or “counting” from L5-S1 to determine the operative level in lumbar spine procedures without necessarily the use of intraoperative X-ray control. Most surgeons these days; however, use X-rays or
fluoroscopy during the surgery. There is no universal standard operating procedure (SOP) for
the use of X-rays or fluoroscopy during spinal surgery and the compliance of the surgeons for
any local SOP is unknown.
Aim: The audit primarily intended to check the compliance with an established local SOP using X-ray to identify lumbar spinal level. We also determined the accuracy of lumbar spine
level marking by palpation. We also tried to quantify the intra-operative error rate following
pre-operative X-ray level marking. Overall, the optimum role of X-rays was determined for
adequate level of lumber decompression.
Methods: The audit was performed as a prospective clinical audit within a single neurosurgical
department. Data collected from theatre logbook, medical notes and picture archive and communication system (PACS). An established local SOP for use of X-rays during spinal surgery
was used as a benchmark to audit local practice.
Cycle 1: Every lumbar discectomy and decompression from June to November 2015 (6 months)
was obtained. The findings were presented in our local clinical effectiveness meeting with the
aim check local practice and suggest improvements.
Cycle 2: Re-audit a further 6 months, December 2015 to May 2016, to see the significance of
the change implemented.
Results: In the first cycle, one patient did not receive pre-operative X-ray. While all other
patients received pre-operative X-rays, the number of exposures was available in only 71% of
patients, out of which 39% required one exposure, 43% required two exposures, 16% required
three exposures and 2% required four exposures. Twenty eight cases (13.9%) were recorded to
have intra-operative X-ray level checked due to doubt, out of which 22 cases were found to be
on an incorrect level.
In the second cycle, all patients received pre-operative X-rays and the number of exposures was
recorded for all, out of which 52% required one exposure, 32% required two exposures, 13%
required three exposures and 3% required four exposures. Twenty cases (9.7%) were recorded
to have intra-operative X-ray level checked due to an arising doubt, out of which only 7 were
found to be on an incorrect level.
KEY WORDS: Wrong level surgery; Pre-operative X-rays; Intra-operative X-rays.
ABBREVIATIONS: SOP: Standard Operating Procedure; PACS: Picture Archive and Communication System; NHS: National Health Service.
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INTRODUCTION

level
• Lateral X-rays obtained using Siemens Ziehm vision (Small
field of view of 0.8 m²).

One of the most preventable errors that could occur during spinal surgery is operating on the wrong site. Surgery done on the
wrong site includes either operating at an unplanned side or
level. In spinal surgery, the most common error for wrong site
surgery is a procedure done one level above the intended level.1
Wrong-level spinal surgery is considered a ‘neverevent’ and is under-reported.2 The rate of wrong level spine surgery ranges widely in the literature. It is estimated that at least
50% of spine surgeons will perform at least one wrong level procedure in their career.3,4 A national survey done on incorrect site
surgery among neurosurgeons in Canada-based on anonymous
questions self-assessment-concluded that corrected wrong level
lumbar discectomies rate was estimated to be 12.8 per 10,000
operations, which was much higher than cervical discectomies
at 7.6 per 10,000 operations. Risk factors for such occurrences
were recognized to be fatigue, increased time pressure and urgent operations.5
A wrong level surgery can potentially have significant
emotional, physical, financial and legal consequences on the patient as well as surgeons and the importance of preventing this
event cannot be overemphasized.1
Careful pre-operative assessment along with robust
pre- and intra-operative localization techniques is crucial in improving the quality of the surgery. Historically, the surgeons use
palpation or “counting” from a fixed reference point such as L5S1 vertebrae for determining the level of operation in lumbar
spine surgery.6 More recently, X-rays and fluoroscopy are increasingly and almost universally used. However, use of X-rays
once and only at the beginning of the procedure is not thought to
be enough and there are standard operating procedures (SOPs)
occasionally suggested to define the use of X-rays during these
procedures,5 which are sometimes modified by organizations for
local use. It remains the collective responsibility of the organization; however, to ensure that such SOPs are strictly followed
to avoid errors during the surgery. We could not find any such
audit in the literature regarding compliance with similar SOPs
elsewhere. We performed a prospective audit in our department
to assess if the SOP was being followed.
METHODS AND TECHNIQUE

This is a prospective audit of a total of 409 patients undergoing
a lumbar discectomy or decompression within a single neurosurgical department. Caldicott approval has been taken for this
audit.
The SOP followed in our department has been described below:
•
•
•
•

After general anesthesia, patients lies in prone position
Check list and consent confirmed out loud with theater team
Skin palpation of spinous process for counting level
18 G needle inserted vertically through skin at a disc space
Neuro Open J

1. Step 1 X-ray: Pre-operative X-ray to identify the targeted level, which should be confirmed by 2 clinicians (compulsory). It
is considered adequate if the needle-points towards disc space;
2. Step 2 X-ray: Intra-operative X-ray after skin incision but before decompression in case of doubt of the trajectory (optional);
3. Step 3 X-ray: Intra-operative X-ray at the end of the procedure and prior to closure, either marking the inside of the disc
space or the superior and inferior edges of the decompression
(compulsory).
The number of X-ray exposures should be recorded for
each step. This SOP has been adopted from Tayside National
Health Service (NHS) healthcare and the broad information
available from NHS choice UK5 as there are no general universal SOP descried in literature particularly in the US or the Royal
Colleges. We have modified the local SOP by adding an intraoperative X-ray.
In view of the clinical importance of following the SOP
during surgery, in one of the morbidity and mortality meetings in
Department of Neurosurgery in 2015, it was decided to perform
a prospective audit in the department to check compliance to the
SOP. It was meant to be a clinical audit rather than a research
project and in accordance with local practice, the decision of
the department was felt to be adequate in carrying out the audit
project.
The first cycle of this audit included 202 patients from
June to November 2015 (6 months).
The second cycle (re-audit) included 207 patients from
December 2015 to May 2016, to see the significance of the
change implemented. The data was collected from theatre logbook, medical notes and PACS. Number of times intra-operative
X-rays detected an incorrect level at each stage of the procedure was identified. Categorical factors (level of pathology and
correct/incorrect level in interpretative level check) were tested
with Chi-squared test. Continuous factors (number of pre-operative X-rays required) were tested using the Mann-Whitney Utest. p value were calculated for both with p<0.05 as significant.
RESULTS
In the First Cycle

There were 202 patients included (114 had a discectomy and
88 had decompression). One patient did not have pre-operative
X-ray step 1 level check; however, the number of step 1 X-ray
exposures was recorded in only 143 cases. The number of preoperative step 1 X-rays required for those patients were as follows: 39% required one exposure, 43% required two exposures,
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16% required three exposures and 2% required four exposures
(Figure 1). Palpation was found to be accurate in 39% patients.

exposures and 3% required four exposures (Figure 1). Palpation
was found to be accurate in 52% patients.

Intra-operatively step 2 X-ray (optional) was performed in 28 cases (13.9%); 8 cases (26.6%) confirming the correct level; however, in 18 cases (66.8%) the X-ray detected a
wrong level before the decompression, nonetheless in 2 cases
(6.6%) the step 2 X-ray was obtained after the fenestration or
decompression (Figure 2). Every patient had X-ray step 3 level
check before closure.

Intra-operatively step 2 X-ray was performed in 22
cases (10.6%); 13 cases (59.1%) confirmed the correct level, 7
cases (31.8%) were on the incorrect level before decompression
and 2 of the cases (9.1%) had incorrect level after fenestration
and decompression (Figure 2). Every patient had X-ray step 3
level check before closure.

In the Second Cycle (Re-Audit)

There were 207 patients included (127 had a discectomy and
80 had decompression). All patients in the second cycle had a
pre-operative X-ray step 1 check. The number of pre-operative
X-rays required for those patients were as follows: 52% required
one exposure, 32% required two exposures, 13% required three

We also decided to look at the number of patients who
required further decompression during their surgery in the reaudit. We obtained a step 3 X-ray level check of the superior
and inferior edges of lumber decompression and checked for
adequate decompression. We found that 8 patients out of 80
required further decompression superior or inferior as it was
deemed inadequate by the surgeon. 2 cases were single level, 2
cases were 2 levels and 4 cases involved three or more levels of

Figure 1: Comparative Graph of the Number of Pre-operative X-ray (Step 1) Needed in
both Cycles.

Figure 2: Percentage of Correct and Incorrect Levels During Intra-operative X-ray Check
(Step 2) when in Doubt in both Cycles.

Neuro Open J
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Figure 3: Percentage of Patients having Extended Decompression in Second Cycle (Re-Audit).

decompression (Figure 3).
The most common level of pathology identified in the
second cycle was L4-L5 followed by L5-S1. There was a statistically significant correlation (p=0.0435, Chi square test) between
the level of pathology and the use of intra-operative X-ray check
in cases of doubt (Figure 4). However, there was no significant
correlation between the pathology level and localization errors
(p>0.05).

There was no difference in surgical time before and after this audit (first and second cycles).
Notably, transitional vertebra did not have any implication of the wrong level marking or the surgical counting because
it was well agreed prior to surgery between the 2 clinicians on
what to call each level and how to determine the right level on
X-ray (Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8).

Figure 4: Level of Pathology and the Percentage of Intra-operative X-ray
Check (Step 2) Needed in Cases of Arising Doubt in Each Intervertebral
Level (p<0.05).

Figure 5: Pre-operative (Step 1) X-ray (a) Shows Needle (Arrow) Projecting
towards L5/S1 disc. Intra-operative X-ray (Step 3) in (b) Showing Hook (arrow)
within L5/S1 Disc Space.
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Figure 6: Pre-operative (Step 1) X-ray (a) Shows Needle (Arrow) Projecting Towards
L4/5 disc. Intra-operative (Step 2) X-ray (b) Shows Needle (arrow) below L4/5 disc.
Intra-operative X-ray (Step 3) (c) Shows the Hook (arrow) within L4/5 disc.

Figure 7: Intra-operative (Step 3) X-ray Shows
Hooks (Arrows) at the Superior and Inferior Margins of Decompression.

DISCUSSION

Spinal surgery is a complex procedure, which involves a coordinated team work and significant planning. Appropriate communication is crucial element to ensure the best outcome and
to avoid any unnecessary complication or errors such as wrong
level surgery because of the significant implications for the patient, the surgical team and the institution.
Even though wrong level spinal surgery is a “never
event” however it is still one of the potential complications and
suspected to be under reported.1 A national survey conducted by
Mayer et al identified that 55% of surgeons disclosed that they
started operating on a wrong spinal level, which was corrected
intra-operatively.7
To ascertain the correct level of surgery, traditionally,

Neuro Open J

Figure 8: Preoperative (Step 1) X-ray (a) Shows Needles (Arrows) at Superior and Inferior Margins of Planned Multilevel
Decompression. Intra-operative (Step 2) X-ray (b), Confirms
the Level by the Needle (Arrow). Intra-operative (Step 3) Xray (c) Shows Hooks (Arrows) at the Superior and Inferior
Margins of Decompression, However, the L5/S1 Junction is
Not Included. Intra-operative (Step 3) X-ray (d) Shows Hook
(Arrow) at the Inferior Margins of Decompression, the L5/S1
Junction is Now Included, thereby Confirming the Exact Level
of Decompression.

the most common anatomical landmark for palpation has been
counting the facet joint and spinous process followed by lamina
and interspinous ligaments.2 There are several potential reasons
why it may be difficult to consistently and accurately establish
correct level by palpation. One in five patients do not have the
normal fifth lumbar-type vertebra. Patients with unusual spine
anatomy or deformity such as scoliosis or hyperlordotic make
it difficult to count the correct level. Use of intra-operative imaging on morbidly obese patients is also challenging and has a
higher risk of errors.8 It was notable that the palpation alone was
found to be accurate only in 39% and 52% patients in cycles 1
and 2 respectively.
The use of X-rays to localize the level has emerged and
established as a very important method to prevent the risk of
wrong level surgery.1 However, there is no consensus about optimum use of X-rays during the surgery. The use of X-rays during
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surgery can vary from pre-operative X-rays to various combinations of intra-operative X-rays or fluoroscopy. Both Spot X-rays
and fluoroscopy have been used by spinal surgeons without clear
preference. A national survey of members of the North American
Spine Society (NASS) showed a 56% reported using plain radiographs and 44% used fluoroscopy as the localization method.9
Some of the survey results would suggest that a substantial number of surgeons use both techniques in combination.7
Use of pre-operative X-rays alone, although thought
to be widely in use, may be inadequate. Performing lumbar
microsurgery involves a very small incision. In fact, one level
lumbar spine incision in a microdiscectomy or microdecompression is approximately 2.5-4 cm. This gives a very small window
to identify the appropriate operating level.6 In our local SOPs,
therefore, we include additional (Step 2 and Step 3 X-ray exposures) to confirm that a correct and adequate level is being
operated upon.
The aim of this audit was to review our compliance
with our SOPs using multi step X-rays to identify lumbar spinal
level, determine the accuracy of lumbar spine level marking by
palpation, the intra-operative error rate following pre-operative
X-ray level marking and to determine the adequacy of decompression during lumbar spine surgery. No Step 1 pre-operative
X-rays were obtained for 1 patient in cycle 1, although 100%
compliance was noted in cycle 2. The recording of number of
X-ray exposures also clearly improved to 100% during cycle 2.
We identified that using anatomical landmarks as a localization
method was often difficult with 1 exposure alone and as a result
we had to take more than single exposure (step 1) in at least
48% of our patients. We also found that using additional X-rays
(step 2 and step 3) gave us the opportunity to correct the surgical
level during surgery and prevented wrong level surgery in 27
cases. In 8 cases we found that the operating surgeon deemed
the decompression level was insufficient after (step 3) X-ray of
the superior and inferior margin and further extension of surgery
was required. Most of the cases needed superior margin extension of decompression. The risk was also higher in multilevel
decompression rather than single level. Eventually, at the end
of procedure, all our patients had adequate surgery performed in
both cycles.
It was also noticed that the most common level of
pathology was L4-L5 level, which was also associated with a
significantly higher incidence (p<0.05) of intra-operative doubt
resulting in use of additional X-rays exposures to identify any
localization errors.
The current audit clearly shows palpation and even preoperative X-rays as being inadequate in ensuring correct level
surgery or adequate decompression. It establishes the superiority
of our SOP by using X-rays during surgery at different stages
rather than merely at the beginning of the procedure. We are not
aware if this practice is widespread or limited as no published
data is available regarding the same; our audit is the first known
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audit of its kind. Also, as we noticed, it is also important to continue to audit practice so ensure that the SOP is also followed in
real practice including all steps, as bypassing some of the steps
can potentially result in wrong level surgery with its associated
complications.
CONCLUSION

We have developed an SOP in our department that essentially
involves multi-step X-rays during lumbar spinal surgery to accurately identify and then reconfirm correct level during the
procedure that allows necessary corrections at appropriate time.
We have also highlighted that use of pre-operative X-ray alone
is inadequate. We have also audited our practice to ensure that
the SOP is followed appropriately in our institution. Our results
show that it is possible to avoid both, a wrong level spinal surgery for discectomy and ensuring adequate surgery for decompression (including multilevel), by developing and adopting
such SOP.
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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an immune-mediated disease affecting the central nerv-

ous system (CNS). Many drugs have been tested in animal models of MS (e.g., Experimental
Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis (EAE)). Nevertheless, clinical observations indicate that suppression of the immune response is a very simple approach to address the problem, since the
injuries produced by the inflammation do not predict later changes. An emerging strategy for
neuroprotection and remyelination is the transplantation of stem cells. Mesenchymal stem cells
(MSC) have been characterized by their multipotentiality and their capacity for immunomodulation, thus raising great expectations in regenerative medicine.
Materials and Methods: In this context, we have tested the therapeutic potential of intravenously injected bone marrow-MSC from healthy rat donors in a chronic EAE model using Lewis 1A
rats. We analyzed the role of MSC on T- and B-cells in the quiescent state.
Results: Rat MSC expressed the vascular cell adhesion molecule CD106 to a slight extent.
MSC promoted T- or B-lymphocyte survival but did not modify the T- or B-lymphocyte cell
cycles in the quiescent state. Our results also confirm that MSC modulate EAE though the production of soluble cytokines. In vitro, MSC decreased the EAE by immunomodulating the Th1/
Th2 response. Moreover, MSC controlled CD27/CD86 expression in different ways.
Conclusion: Animals infused with MSC prior to the EAE immunization did not develop EAE,
or their EAE clinical scores were decreased, whereas animals that received MSC after the induction of EAE developed a normal EAE course. This novel therapeutic strategy would further
our knowledge of the pathophysiology of autoimmune diseases, which in the future could be
translated into clinical application.
KEY WORDS: Multiple sclerosis (MS); Lymphocyte; Immunomodulation; MSC; EAE.
ABBREVIATIONS: MS: Multiple Sclerosis; EAE: Experimental Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis;

MSC: Mesenchymal Stem Cells; MOG: Myelin Oligodendrocyte Glycoprotein; CNS: Central
Nervous System.
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INTRODUCTION

Although, there are still many problems to be solved before cell therapy can be used reliably to
repair mature central nervous system (CNS) lesions, one strategy that could be used in multiple
sclerosis (MS) is the transplantation of stem cells. Several types of stem cells have been studied
and characterized: embryonic stem cells, neural stem cells, haematopoietic stem cells, non-haematopoietic stem cells and bone marrow stromal cells.1-7 In this regard, neural precursor cells
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were the first candidates for cell-based therapy in neuroinflammation.8,9 However, the invasiveness associated with harvesting
neural precursor cells, together with the reduced number of cells
that can be obtained, may limit their clinical application. A potential alternative to neural precursor cells is mesenchymal stem
cells (MSC). Recently, the actions exerted by adipose-derived
mesenchymal stromal cells,10-14 placenta-derived mesenchymal
stem cells,15,16 Wharton’s jelly mesenchymal stem cells,17 human
decidua-derived mesenchymal stem cells18 and human umbilical cord blood mesenchymal stromal cells19 have been reported
in experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) animal
models.
MSC have been characterized by their multipotentiality and their capacity for immunomodulation, thus raising great
hopes in regenerative medicine. These cells could be ideal candidates for application in human diseases, since they offer significant practical advantages: they are obtained from different
adult tissues and can readily be cultured and expanded; they are
multipotent and self-renewing. They have the capacity to differentiate into mesodermal-derived20 or into neural-like and glial-like cells21; they have been shown to have immunoregulatory
properties10,12-14,17,18,22,23; they secrete factors that may stimulate
endogenous neural stem cells in the CNS24,25; they can be safely injected autologously without the need for immunosuppression26; they decrease the number of infiltrating inflammatory
cells, preserving axons and ameliorating demyelination,15,19,27,28
ameliorate neuroinflammation11,29 and exert a neurotrophic action.16 All these features make MSC suitable for therapy in autoimmune diseases. In fact, the beneficial effects of MSC have
been reported in EAE models.25,30-34 Most of these studies were
carried out in mice and in Lewis rats, and this means that to
date the immunomodulatory effects of MSC in EAE Lewis 1A
rats have not been studied. However, EAE Lewis 1A rats have
been widely used to study the effects of new drug candidates
for MS. Lewis 1A rats belong to the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) congenic Lewis rat strain. The effects of
MSC on T- and antigen-presenting cells have been studied in
depth. Nevertheless, and contrary to their well-known effect
on T-cells and antigen-presenting cells, the effect of MSC on
B-cells remains unclear. B-cells are critical for myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG)-induced EAE, but are redundant
in MOG (35-55)-induced EAE.35,36 This is important, because
B-cells play a critical role in human MS.37 Moreover, MSC have
been implicated in B-cell development in bone marrow, spleen
and lymphoid follicles,38 exerting a negative control on B-cell
lymphopoiesis. In addition, it has been reported that B-cell
proliferation is inhibited by MSC,38 although this has not been
confirmed by other authors.39 The distribution of MSC in bone
marrow and secondary lymphoid organs allows an intimate interaction between both cell subsets, which contributes to normal
lymph node development40 as well as to the support of tumor
B-cells in follicular lymphomas.41 Therefore, the study of the
effect of MSC on B-lymphocytes is necessary to increase our
insight into autoimmune processes such as MS. In addition to
the demonstration of the immunomodulatory effects of MSC on
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B- and T-lymphocytes in the EAE model, the effects of such
cells on the abolition or not of EAE episodes must be studied.
Another important point to make clear is the expression of α4
integrins. In this sense, murine bone marrow (BM)-MSC do not
express α4 integrins,42 and one study on BM-MSC focusing on
EAE lesions has provided conflicting results regarding the capacity of BM-MSC to migrate into inflammed CNS.25,30-32,43 In
a mouse model of EAE, it has been reported the synergic effect
(e.g., the expression of the brain-derived neurotrophic factor
was increased) of BM-MSC when these cells were combined
with fasudil44 (this combination reduced the severity of EAE in
comparison with fasudil or BM-MSC alone); that rapamycin increased the immunomodulatory properties of BM-MSC,45 playing the latter combination an important role in neuroprotection,
and that the combination of resveratrol and BM-MSC increased
the immunomodulatory effects (pro-inflammatory cytokines
were suppressed and anti-inflammatory ones were increased).46
Moreover, in a rat model of EAE, it has been demonstrated that
the combination therapy of BM-MSC and EGb761 (a Ginkgo
biloba extract) increased the neuroprotective effects, inhibited
the secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines and decreased the
disease severity and the inflitrated cells.47 Finally, in a mouse
model of EAE, it has been reported that MSC controlled the induction of T-cells with a regulatory phenotype and the inhibition
of pro-inflammatory T-cells.48
In the light of the foregoing data, we tested the therapeutic potential of intravenously injected BM-MSC from
healthy donors in a chronic EAE model (Lewis 1A rats). We
studied in vitro the immunomodulatory effects of MSC on the
B- and T-lymphocytes of both control and EAE animals and the
effects of intravenously administered MSC on EAE episodes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals and Induction of EAE

Lewis 1A female rats (n=23) aged 10-11 weeks (weight around
190 g) obtained from CERJ Janvier (France) were used. The
animals were kept under standardized lighting and temperature
conditions and had free access to food and water. They remained
for at least ten days in their cages before the experiments. The
aminals were weighed and scored according to the scale described below in “Animal groups and clinical evaluation of
EAE” 6 days/week throughout the experiments. The experimental design, protocols, and procedures were performed under the
guidelines of the ethical and legal recommendations of Spanish
and European law. The study was also approved by the experimental research commission of the University of Salamanca
(Spain).
EAE rats were immunized with a solution containing
50 µg of MOG and complete Freund’s adjuvant (ACF), to which
heat-inactivated Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37RA had been
added. The rats were anaesthetized with isofluorane and the
solution was injected intradermally at the base of the tail.
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with CD45RA and CD3, following the manufacturer’s instructions, for B- or T-cells, respectively. For isolation, a FACSAria
Cell Sorting flow cytometer was used. Positively selected cells
contained >95% B- or T-cells, as assessed by flow cytometry.

Animals were classified in different groups: 1) Control animals
(group 1; n=3); 2) EAE animals (group 2; n=5); 3) EAE animals
to which MSC were administered before the induction of EAE
(group 3; n=5); 4) EAE animals to which MSC were administered after the induction of EAE (group 4; n=5); and 5) EAE
animals to which MSC were administered before and after the
induction of the EAE (group 5; n=5).

Administration of MSC

The animals were weighed and scored according to a
previously described scale49 6 days/week throughout the experiments. The neurological signs of EAE were assessed and scored
using this scale: 0, no signs; 1, tail weakness or tail paralysis;
2, hind leg paraparesis or hemiparesis; 3, hind leg paralysis or
hemiparalysis; 4, complete paralysis (tetraplegy). Any animal
reaching a moribund state was immediately perfused (see below) in order to avoid suffering. At the end of the experiment,
all the animals were deeply anaesthetized with urethane (1 g/
kg, intraperitoneal) and perfused via the ascending aorta with
50-100 ml of cold physiologic saline (0.9% NaCl) and then with
500 ml of cold 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate-buffer
(pH 7.2).

Cell Viability Assays

Cell Isolation

MSC were isolated from the femora and tibias of wild-type
female Lewis 1A rats (aged 10-11). MSC were harvested and
placed in culture in DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum
and 1% penicillin streptomycin. Cells were cultured at 37º C in
a humidified atmosphere in the presence of 5% CO2. Cultures
were incubated at a final concentration of 3 x 106 nucleated cells
per ml at 37° C in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator for 72 h.
Non-adherent cells were aspirated on day 3 and the adherent
population was cultured to achieve the maximum number of fibroblast colony-forming units prior to initial passage. Twice a
week, adherent cells were fed by complete replacement of the
medium. When the layer was confluent, cells were detached by
treatment with trypsin and then subcultured at a concentration
of 10,000 cells/cm2 until confluence. This process was repeated
at least 3 times in order to obtain a sufficient number of cells
for analysis. All cultures were used between the third and fifth
passages.
Adipogenic, osteogenic and condrogenic differentiation was induced as previously described50 and recommended by
the International Society of Cell Therapy (ISCT) consensus.51
Phenotypic characterization was performed using the following
monoclonal antibody combinations: Fluorescein (FITC)/Phycoerythrin (PE)/Peridin chlorophil protein-Cyanine-5 (PerCPCy5)/Allo-phycocyanin (APC): CD45/CD106/CD90.1/MHC
II. Data acquisition was performed with a FACScaliburTM flow
cytometer and data analysis with the Paint-A-Gate program.
B- and T-lymphocytes were obtained from splenocytes
from healthy donor rats using cell sorting. Cells were stained
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Animals were deeply anaesthetized with isofluorane. MSC
were administered intravenously in the tail vein. Depending on
the animal group (3, 4 or 5), the rats were infused at the base
of the tail with a solution of sterile phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) containing MSC. MSC were infused two weeks before
the induction of EAE (groups 3 and 5); eighteen days after
induction (groups 4 and 5); and five weeks after the induction of
EAE (groups 4 and 5).

105 MSC were seeded in the plates and after 12 hours, 106
positively selected B- or T-lymphocytes were seeded in the 96well culture plate. Cells were cultured for 3 days in Roswell
Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 medium supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin streptomycin.
The effect of MSC on B-cell or T-cell growth was assessed
by measuring the 3-(4.5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2, 5-diphenyl
tetrazolium bromide (MTT) dye absorbance of the cells. For
this, 105 B-cells or T-cells/100 mL were plated in triplicate onto
96-well tissue culture dishes in culture medium with or without
104 MSC. MTT absorbance was assessed on the third day. Three
wells were analyzed for each condition, and the results were
presented as means±SD of triplicates.
For the detection of apoptosis, an AnnexinV-PE/7
amino-actinomycin (7-AAD) apoptosis detection kit was used.
A minimum of 106 lymphocytes were washed and resuspended
in binding buffer (1:10 diluted in PBS), maintaining a cell concentration of 1×106 /mL. Annexin V-PE and 7-AAD, 5 mL each,
were added for 15 minutes. In order to identify B- and T-lymphocytes, anti-CD45RA-FITC and anti-CD3-APC were also
added. For each condition, 50,000 events were collected and
analyzed. The samples were acquired using TrucountTM Tubes,
which contain a calibrated number of fluorescent microbeads.
The absolute count of annexin V-PE plus 7-AAD-negative cells
was calculated using the following equation: (number of events
in region containing annexin V-PE plus 7-AAD negative cells/
number of events in the absolute count bead region) x (number
of beads per-test/test volume). The Win MDI software was used
for analysis.
Proliferation Assays

Studies were also performed on B-lymphocytes and T-lymphocytes cell cycles and DNA contents. For this, 5×105 lymphocytes
were cultured for 2 days. The cells were stained with 500 ml of
solution B containing 0.5 g/L of RNAse; this solution was added
for 10 minutes in the dark. Finally, 500 ml of solution C, con-
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taining 0.42 g/L of propidium iodide, was added to each tube and
the cells were incubated in the dark for 15 minutes. After this
period, measurements of DNA cell contents were performed on
a FACScaliburTM flow cytometer. A minimum of 20,000 events
were acquired. For the analysis of the distribution of the cells
along the cell cycle phases, the model included in the ModFit
LTTM software program was used after excluding cell debris and
cell doublets in a FSC/FL2 area and a FL2 width/FL2 area dot
plot, respectively.
Immunophenotipic Characterization

5×104 MSC were seeded in the chamber of a 48-transwell plate
and after 12 hours, 5×105 positively selected B-lymphocytes
were seeded in the chamber. The cells were cultured for 3 days
in 1 mL of RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum and 1% penicillin streptomycin.
T-cell activation was analyzed using the following
monoclonal antibody combinations: FITC/PE/PerC-Cy5/APC:
-/IL-4/-CD3, -/IFN-γ/-CD3. Standard intracellular cytokine
staining was performed using a leukocyte activation cocktail—a
ready-to-use polyclonal cell activation mixture with phorbol
ester PMA (Phorbol 12-Myristate 13-Acetate), a calcium ionophore (ionomycin), and the protein transport inhibitor GolgiPlug™ (brefeldin A)—following the manufacturer’s instructions. After two washes with staining buffer, samples were first
stained extracellularly with anti-CD3 before they were fixed
and permeabilized for intracellular staining with phycoerythrin
(PE)-conjugated anti-IL-14 or PE-conjugated anti-IFN-γ. Isotype-matched PE- and APC-conjugated monoclonal antibodies
(mAbs) of irrelevant specificity were tested as negative controls.
B-cell maturation was analyzed using the following monoclonal
antibody combinations: FITC/PE/PerC-Cy5/APC: CD45RA/CD86/-CD27. After staining for the antigens, cells were washed
and resuspended in 0.5 ml of PBS until their acquisition in the
flow cytometer. Data acquisition was performed on a FACSCaliburTM flow cytometer using the CellQuestTM software program,
gated on the live population, and was analyzed using the Win
MDI software. Analysis of both intracellular cytokines and the
percentage of cells positive for surface antigens was performed
on the gated population using the CellQuestTM software.
RESULTS
General Considerations

After analysing their morphology and phenotype, rat MSC can
be said to fulfill the requirements established by the International Society of Cellular Therapy (ISCT).51 Moreover, rat MSC expressed the vascular cell adhesion molecule CD106 (VCAM) to
a slight extent; this could explain the migratory effect of MSC.
MSC promoted T- and B-lymphocyte survival in all cases studied and did not modify the T- or B-lymphocyte cell cycles in a
quiescent state. The results also confirmed that MSC modulated EAE through the production of soluble cytokines. That is,
the presence of MSC increased IFN-γ production and decreased
Neuro Open J
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IL-4 production in a different way. Thus, in vitro MSC decreased
EAE by immunomodulating the T-helper 1 (Th1)/Th2 response.
The presence of MSC modulated CD27/CD86 expression; they
increased CD27/CD86 expression on the T-cells of healthy animals to a certain extent, and they significantly decreased CD27/
CD86 expression in EAE animals.
Regarding the clinical evaluation of the EAE, it was
observed that either MSC decreased the EAE clinical score or
the animals did not develop EAE when those cells were infused
prior to the induction of EAE. Finally, it is important to note that
in order to confirm the results found in this study more animals
must be used and a detailed statistical analysis must also be conducted. This procedure could confirm some of the data shown in
the results section of this preliminary study.
Isolation, Differentiation and Characterization of MSC

The isolation of BM-derived MSC was accomplished by culturing BM cells obtained from femora and tibias. MSC formed
a heterogeneous population of cells that proliferated in vitro as
plastic-adherent cells, had a fibroblast-like morphology, and
formed colonies in vitro. After 2-3 passages, cells with a fibroblastic appearance reached confluence (Figure 1A, 1B). An
enrichment in MSC was documented 1 month later by positive
staining of cultured cells with anti-CD90.1 (Thy 1) and a slight
expression of CD106 (V-CAM). However, they were negatively stained for CD45 (hematopoietic lineage marker) and MHC
class II molecules (Figure 1C, 1D).
Immunomodulatory Effects of MSC on T- and B-Cells

To investigate the immunomodulatory effects of purified MSCs,
myelin-sensitized lymphocytes (obtained from EAE rats and
healthy donor rats) were cultured with MSC at 1:10 concentration. For this purpose, purified T- or B-lymphocytes were cultured for 48 or 72 hours with or without MSC in 96- or 48-well
plates. MSC increased the viability of T- and B-cells in all cases
studied. As shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively, the presence
of MSC increased T-cell (Figure 2) and B cell viability (Figure
3). Similar results were obtained in the rest of the experimental
groups analysed after 3 days of culture. These results are shown
in Table 1. Analyses with MTT confirmed those findings (data
not shown) (Figures 4 and 5).
In order to analyse the production of soluble cytokines,
the production of T-cell cytokines with or without MSC was
studied. In the cases studied, MSC modulated the production of
soluble cytokines in a different way. In control animals, MSC
maintained or decreased the production of soluble IFN-γ, whereas in the EAE animals they increased its production (Figure 6).
The opposite occurred with the production of IL-4 (Figure 7).
Healthy T-lymphocytes secreted more IL-4 with MSC in the culture than EAE T-lymphocytes (Figure 8).
MSC modulated CD27/CD86 expression in B-cells.
MSC increased the percentage of CD27-positive cells in healthy
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Figure 1. MSC Morphology at the Time of the First Passage (A), and at the Time
of the Second Passage (B). MSC from Controls Proliferated and Acquired a
Spindle-Shaped Morphology (arrow). C: Immunophenotypic Assays of MSC from
Healthy Donors. R1 Represents the Selection of the Percentages of Viable MSC.
D: Differential Expression of the Markers Analyzed between Controls (blue line)
and the MSC Phenotype (red line).

Figure 2. T-Cell Viability Assessed by Annexin/7AAD Staining in the Absence
(A to C) or Presence (D to F) of MSC in some Cases Analysed. CD45RA
cells were Excluded and CD3 Cells Positively Selected. The First Two Dot
Blots are from the Healthy Donor Animal Group, the Second two from the
EAE Animal Group, and the Third Two are from EAE Animals to which MSC
were Administered before and after the Induction of EAE. Percentage of
Annexin/7ADD-Positive Cells for Samples Cultured with (violet column)
or without (maroon column) MSC. (1) Control animals (group 1); (2) EAE
Animals (group 2); (3) EAE Animals to which MSC were Administered
before the Induction of EAE (group 3); (4) EAE Animals to which MSC were
Administered after the Induction of EAE (group 4); and (5) EAE Animals to
which MSC were Administered before and after the Induction of EAE (Group
5) (G).

Figure 3. B-Cell Viability Assesed by Annexin/7AAD Staining after 4 Days of Culture
Increased Significantly in the Presence of MSC. CD45RA Cells were Selected. B-Cell
Viability Assessed by Annexin/7AAD Staining in the Absence (A to C) or Presence (D to
F) of MSC in some Cases Analysed. The First Two Dot Blots are from the Healthy Donor
Animal Group, the Second Two Dot Blots are from the EAE Animal Group, and the Third
Two Dot Blots are from the EAE Animals to which MSC were Administered before and
after the Induction of EAE. G: Annexin/7ADD-Positive Cells for Samples Cultured with
Violet Column) or without (Maroon Column) MSC: (1) Group 1; (2) Group 2; (3) Group 3;
(4) Group 4; and (5) Group 5 of Experimental Animals.

Table 1: Among these Cells the Number of Events Negative for both Annexin and 7-AAD was Calculated. A Calibrated Number of Microbeads was used.
1- MSC

1+ MSC

2- MSC

2+ MSC

3- MSC

3+ MSC

4- MSC

4+ MSC

5- MSC

5 + MSC

ANEXIN
V+/7AAD+

103.88

42.56

98.23

26.49

63.46

35.53

77.62

11.04

99.02

29.40

VIABLE

23.29

49.13

10.48

11.12

8.45

6.95

15.72

3.46

3.69

25.90

T- or B-cell culture induced a low proliferation, fewer than 5% of cells being in the S or G2M phases of the cell cycle. Culture with MSC does not modify the
cell cycle of T (Figure 4) or B (Figure 5) cells in a quiescent state. Similar results were obtained in the rest of the experimental groups analysed after 3 days of
culture, as shown in Table II.
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Figure 4: Cell Cycle of T-Cells Cultured in the Absence of MSC
(A-B) or in the Presence of MSC (C-D). The First Two Dot Blots are
from Group 1 of the Experimental Animals, and the Next Dot Blots
are from Group 5 of the Experimental Animals. No Changes in the
T-Cell Cycle were Observed in any Case.

Figure 6: Percentage of IFN-g (Blue E)-Positive T-Cells after 3 Days of
Culture without (A-C) MSC or with (D-F) MSC. Group 1 of the Experimental
Animals (A, D), Group 3 of the Experimental Animals (B, E), and Group 5 of
the Experimental Animals (C, F).

Figure 5: The same as in Figure 4 but Referring to the B-Cell Cycle.

Figure 7: Percentage of IL-4 (Blue Events)-Positive T-Cells after 3 Days of
Culture without (A-C) MSC or with (D-F) MSC. Purified CD3-Positive Cells
were Analysed. The First Two Blots are from Group 1 of the Experimental
Animals, the Second Two Blots are from Group 3 of the Experimental
Animals, and the Third Two Blots are from Group 5 of the Experimental
Animals.

Figure 8: Increase in Positive Cells After the Culture of T-lymphocytes in the Absence of MSC
(Violet Column) or in Presence of MSC for IFN-γ (Maroon Column) or IL-4 (Yellow Column),
for the Different Cases Analysed. (1) Group 1; (3) Group 3; (4) Group 4; and (5) Group 5 of
Experimental Animals.
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donors, whereas MSC significantly decreased CD27 expression
in animals in which the clinical score was decreased due to MSC
infusion (Figure 9). The same occurred with CD86 expression
(Table 2).
Clinical Evaluation of EAE

Non-EAE immunized animals (group 1) showed a clinical score
of 0. However, EAE-induced animals (groups 2-5) developed a
mean clinical score of 2.2, with a standard deviation of 0.7 (the
animals that did not develop the disease were not considered
in the statistical data: one animal from group 3 and another
animal from group 5). It is noteworthy that the animals infused
with MSC prior to EAE immunization either failed to develop

EAE or their EAE clinical scores were reduced. In contrast, the
animals that received MSC after the induction of EAE developed
a normal course of EAE.
In sum, rat MSC expressed the vascular cell adhesion
molecule CD106 to a slight extent. MSC promoted T- or B-lymphocyte survival but did not modify the T- or B-lymphocyte cell
cycles in the quiescent state. The results also confirmed that MSC
modulated EAE though the production of soluble cytokines. In
vitro, MSC decreased the EAE by immunomodulating the Th1/
Th2 response. Moreover, MSC controlled CD27/CD86 expression in different ways. Animals infused with MSC prior to the
EAE immunization did not develop EAE, or their EAE clinical
scores were decreased, whereas animals that received MSC after

Figure 9: Analysis of CD27/CD86-Positive B-Cells in the Absence of MSC (A-C) or in the Presence
of MSC (D-F) for 3 Days of Culture. The First Two Dot Blots are from Healthy Donor; the Next Ones
are from EAE Experimental Animals and the Last Ones are from EAE Animal to which MSC were
Administered before and after the Induction of EAE. G: Increase in Positive Cells after Culture of B
Lymphocytes in the Absence of MSC (Violet Column) or in the Presence of MSC (Maroon Column)
for CD27/CD86 Expression: (1) Group 1; (2) Group 2; (3) Group 3; (4) Group 4; and (5) Group 5 of
the Experimental Animals.

Table 2: The Results Show, Respectively, the Different Phases of the Cell Cycle for T- or B-cells. In all the Cases not even 5%
of the Cells were in S Phase and hence the Presence of MSC did not Modify the Cell Cycle in a Quiescent State.
T-Lymphocytes
1- MSC

1+ MSC

2- MSC

2+ MSC

3- MSC

3+ MSC

5- MSC

5+ MSC

G0/G1

88.25

96.9

96.02

98.9

92.4

97.22

97.25

96.64

S

1.71

1.78

3.29

2.05

0.15

0.41

0.01

0.03

G2/M

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

B-Lymphocytes
1- MSC

1+ MSC

2- MSC

2+ MSC

3- MSC

3+ MSC

5- MSC

5+ MSC

G0/G1

92.7

93.37

96.94

98.95

97.62

94.9

90.55

96.66

S

0.73

0.05

2.09

0

0.36

0.78

4.24

0.78

G2/M

0.26

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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the induction of EAE developed a normal EAE course.
DISCUSSION

MSC belong to a more recent field in the range of experimental
therapies currently being developed to treat MS. While interest
in the use of MSC was originally due to their potential capacity
to differentiate into different cell lineages, recent work demonstrating their interesting immunological properties has led to a
revised concept, envisaging their use for immunomodulatory
purposes. These properties have already been exploited in the
clinical setting for the treatment of severe autoimmune diseases.
It has been reported that MSC inhibit monocyte-derived dendritic cell maturation as well as T-lymphocyte proliferation.52-55
MSC have been reported to inhibit the proliferation of T-cells
through an MHC-independent mechanism,56 leading to the arrest of cell division.53 Although, the mechanisms involved in this
inhibition of T-cell proliferation are still poorly understood, a
veto-like activity has been reported,57 and a role for soluble molecules—including prostaglandin E2,54 transforming growth factor,58 and indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase59—has been proposed. It
has been reported that MSC increase the survival of unstimulated T-cells and inhibit the proliferation of activated T-cells.60 This
is in accordance with previous studies indicating that MSC arrest T-cells in the G1 phase of the cell cycle53 and that this effect
is mediated by the inhibition of cyclin D2 and the upregulation
of p27kip1.
It is known that MSC inhibit B-cell proliferation and
differentiation61; that MSC may induce both the expansion and
differentiation of B-cells stimulated with an agonist of the Tolllike receptor (TLR) 9 in the absence of B cell receptor triggering62; and that MSC increase antibody secretion by human
B-cells stimulated with lipopolysaccharide, cytomegalovirus,
or varicellazoster virus.63 More recently, it has been described
that MSC promote the survival and inhibit the proliferation and
maturation of B-cells.64 These effects are mediated through the
activation of MAPK pathways such as pErk 1/2 and p38. Here,
it has been shown that MSC play a critical role in the immune
regulation in EAE. Thus, we provide evidence that MSC given
to Lewis 1A rats can, in vitro, support cell survival when T- or
B-cells are in a quiescent state, leading to cell apoptosis. First,
we observed that T- or B-cells cultured under non-stimulated
conditions, a cell population physiologically prone to spontaneous cell death, are significantly rescued from apoptosis by the
presence of MSC. Other authors have suggested that the protective effect of MSC mainly targets the “death receptor” pathway
of apoptosis, through the downregulation of the Fas receptor
and the Fas ligand on arrested T-cells.60 In this sense, and in the
same manner, the increased viability induced by MSC in resting
B-cells could explain the higher production of IgG upon weak
stimulation, as shown in previous studies.63,64 However, we analysed the effect of MSC on T- or B-cell cycles and, contrary to
the results showing that MSC can hamper T-cell proliferation
through the inhibition of cell division and subsequent accumulation of cells in the G0 phase of the cell cycle,65 we did not
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find any difference between T- or B-cells cultured with or without MSC. This is also in part due to the absence of stimulating
conditions and the low T- or B-cell proliferation capacity in the
quiescent state.
However, there is a marked increase in the expression
of TLR in MS brain lesions and cerebrospinal fluid mononuclear
cells as well as in EAE brain lesions.66,67 TLR3 signals cause
Th1 polarization with increased IFN-γ secretion concomitant
with increased CD4 T-cell death.68 TLR signals are therefore potent modulators of microglial activation programs. The MSC-induced improvement was accompanied by changes in neural
cell responses, with increased oligodendrocytes and decreased
astrocytes in lesioned areas as well as changes in spleen cell responses.32 In active EAE, the predominant response is mediated
through Th1 pro-inflammatory cells and the expression of their
associated cytokines. In animals that received human BM-MSC,
there was a significant reduction in pro-inflammatory cytokines,
including IL-17, IFN-γ, IL-2, IL-12p70, and TNF-α, and a significant increase in anti-inflammatory cytokines, including IL-4
and IL-5. Moreover, it has been reported that MSC can suppress
the T-cell proliferative response against TCR-dependent and
-independent polyclonal stimuli.43 Such an effect was paralleled
by a significant suppression of IFN-γ and TNF-α production by
activated T-cells, supporting the notion of a profound inhibition
of the Th1 response by MSC. Compatible with this, we observed
that MSC regulated the balance of T lymphocytes between Th1/
Th2 and modified the cytokines released during EAE. Thus, the
presence of MSC increased the production of IFN-γ by T-cells
in the EAE animals. However, this increase was not seen in the
healthy animals or in the EAE animals belonging to experimental group 5 (animals to which MSC were administered before
and after the induction of the EAE). Moreover, the production of
IL-4 increased in all cases analysed. The most important aspect
was the increase in the production of soluble IL-4 by T-cells in
the EAE animals of group 5. This means that MS is a T-cell-mediated autoimmune disease, involving inflammatory demyelination of the CNS by CD4+ T-cells specific for myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein and other CNS autoantigens.69
In recent years, B-cells have emerged as a novel therapeutic target for treating MS, and clinical data with rituximab, as a B cell-depleting monoclonal antibody-based therapy,
provide reciprocal conceptual support for a prominent role of
B-cells in the pathogenesis of MS.70 Memory B-cells are significantly different from naïve B-cells, and the production of different effector cytokine profiles is a fundamental characteristic
distinguishing naïve (CD27−) from memory (CD27+) human
B-cells.71 Memory and naïve B-cells are considered to play different roles in immune regulation. However, the roles of memory and naïve B-cell subsets in MS have not yet been elucidated.
Moreover, CD80 and CD86 are major costimulatory signals for
T-cell activation, and variations in the expression of these proteins are likely to influence immune regulation in MS.72 Here,
we examined the expression of CD86 and CD27 in B-cells by
flow cytometry. In this regard, a high expression of CD27/CD86
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was observed in the EAE animals of experimental group 5 versus healthy animals. In culture, this increment decreased in the
presence of MSC. In the present study, we observed that subsets
of memory and naïve B-cells differ between EAE animals and
healthy control animals, and these differences could be exploited
in the search for targets in MS therapies. Taken together, these
results suggest that naïve and memory B-cell subsets play different active roles in the regulation of normal immune responses
and indicate that abnormalities in these functions may contribute to MS. Moreover, the effect of MSC on B-cells antigen expression suggested that MSC could modulate the disease, which
partly depended on the day on which the MSC were injected.
Finally, the clinical course of EAE was significantly
ameliorated in the animals treated with MSC (intravenous administration). In this sense, it seems that the beneficial effects of
MSC only appear if these cells are infused prior to the induction
of EAE.
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